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Abstract
Low-tech rock structures called gabions are commonly used in dryland stream channels
to reduce erosion, slow floodwaters, and increase infiltration. Gabions may also increase
water availability for riparian vegetation, and increase the duration of surface flow in
ephemeral stream channels. However, their effects on infiltration and recharge are not wellunderstood. This study tested low-cost methods for easily quantifying the total infiltration
induced by gabion construction in an ephemeral stream channel, over the course of a single
flow event. We used well-established methods to find point infiltration fluxes from
subsurface temperature time-series. Unique to this study, we then upscaled these
measurements to the gabion’s entire area of influence using time-lapse photo data, which
recorded the onset of flow and the duration of ponding. For a flow lasting ~5 hours, we ran
225 model scenarios, estimating that a single gabion could have increased the total infiltrated
volume in the channel reach between it and the next gabion by as much as 255% or as little
as 0%, but the most likely scenario is a 10.8% increase. We found the photo data to be
invaluable in obtaining these estimates, and in understanding the dynamics of a remote field
site. Future work would benefit from more precise measurements of point infiltration fluxes
and better records of ponded surface area over time. If these improvements are made and
our estimates can be replicated reliably, they would suggest that gabions are a more powerful
restoration and management tool than previously understood.
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Introduction
Motivation
Warming global temperatures impact the hydrologic system in ways we cannot always
predict, particularly in drylands (Overpeck & Udall 2010). People living in arid and semi-arid
regions are therefore highly vulnerable to climate change impacts, and are already exploring
adaptation strategies to build more resilient communities (MEA 2005). As the spatial and
temporal distributions of water resources shift, however, trade-offs between human and
environmental uses are inevitable. For example, residential development, riparian habitat,
and perennial baseflow requirements all compete for water resources, and shifting conditions
make it difficult to predict the myriad effects of management actions (House-Peters & Scott
2011).
Groundwater resources are particularly important in drylands, serving as a major reserve
of water for human activities, as well as sustaining baseflow in rivers and supporting the
health of riparian ecosystems. Despite ongoing research efforts, much is still unknown about
the interactions between groundwater and surface water. It is, however, clear that recharge
processes in drylands play a crucial role in replenishing groundwater resources.
In the semi-arid Southwestern US, within the Basin and Range province, groundwater
recharge occurs primarily in mountain-front areas and through the floors of stream channels,
while inter-channel basin floor recharge is minimal (Coes & Pool 2005, Seyfried et al. 2005).
Most stream channels in this area are ephemeral, experiencing flow (and corresponding
recharge) only a few days per year.
Widespread evidence indicates that attempts to alter the hydrology of these ephemeral
stream channels have existed almost as long as humans have inhabited the area – early
Southwestern cultures used brush dams and low rock structures to slow runoff, increase
ponding and infiltration, and protect downstream agricultural areas from flooding (Sheridan
2012, Doolittle 1984). However, although countless such structures have been built
worldwide, few studies directly examine their effects on the hydrologic system (Norman et
al. 2015, Reed 2006). Questions of particular interest include whether these structures do
indeed increase infiltration as intended, and if so, whether increased infiltration leads to
increased groundwater recharge and storage, and/or to changes in the downstream surface
flow regime. These questions are of particular importance to downstream users.
Although there are many types of in-channel structures with similar effects, this thesis
focuses on gabions: large wire baskets filled with hand-placed cobbles (see Figure 2).
Specifically, this study examines potential methods for quantifying the effects of gabions on
infiltration in ephemeral stream channels, as a first step towards assessing their impacts on
recharge.
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Hydrologic effects of rock structures in ephemeral stream channels

Q(t)

Watershed-scale effects
Ephemeral stream channels in the US Southwest are often incised several meters below
the surrounding land surface, due to an erosional downcutting process termed arroyoization.
Arroyoized channels collect rainwater and funnel it rapidly downstream, resulting in sudden,
short-lived high flows, which rapidly exit the system. These high-energy flows have a great
deal of erosive power, thereby continuing the process of arroyoization. Gabions in the
channel are expected to slow and spread floodwaters such that the residence time of water in
the system increases (Nichols et al. 2012, Norman et al. 2015). Figure 1 shows a simplified
channel network before and after gabions are installed, with corresponding hydrographs at
the outlet of the system. Before, the storm-induced discharge is very high but lasts only a
few hours. Gabions are intended to slow storm flows, such that the hydrograph shows a
flattened peak, with lower discharge lasting much longer. The longer flow duration allows
for more contact time between water and streambed sediments, and therefore increases
infiltration and recharge.

Q(t)

time

time
Chloé Fandel. 2016

Figure 1: Expected effect of a precipitation pulse on a simplified channel network before (top) and after (bottom)
gabions are installed in the channels. The gabions slow floodwaters, shifting the flow regime from short-lived,
high-energy flows to longer-lasting, lower flows. The resulting hydrographs (right) shift from a sharp peak to a
flattened peak. The delayed, lower peak results from discharge becoming spread out in time.

Gabions are also in some cases intended to increase sediment deposition, thereby
changing the balance of erosion and deposition rates and filling in incised channels. A gabion
decreases flow velocity and ponds water upstream, causing suspended particles to fall to the
channel floor, where they are trapped behind the gabion (in much the same way that large
reservoirs, like Lake Mead on the Colorado River, silt up over time). This increased
deposition fills in the incised stream channel until the channel floor reaches the top of the
gabion. Another gabion can then be built atop the first one, and the process repeats,
decreasing the streambed gradient, further slowing floodwaters and increasing infiltration
(see Figure 3) (Cuenca Los Ojos 2013). Nichols et al. (2016) found that gabion-like
structures in the Santa Rita Experimental Range in southern Arizona decreased the channel
gradients, increased sediment deposition for the first three to seven years (particularly of
sand, suggesting that they might increase infiltration rates over time), and decreased runoff
during the first five years (after which decreased runoff was observed for small flow events
only) (see ).
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Figure 2: Example of a gabion (one type of flow-slowing rock structure) in an ephemeral stream channel. Large
wire baskets (~1m x 1m) are filled with hand-placed cobbles and keyed into the channel banks to prevent
floodwaters from cutting a new channel.

Figure 3: Longitudinal cross-section along an incised stream channel with three gabions. Sediment is deposited
upstream of each gabion until it is filled (layers of brown), then another set of gabions is built on top of the first.
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Figure 4: Longitudinal channel profiles measured in 2008 and 2015, showing check-dam induced gradient
changes in an experimental watershed in the Santa Rita Mountains, southern AZ. From Nichols et al. 2016.

Effects on groundwater
The subsurface may respond in several different ways to the increased duration of
surface flow. Based on previous studies finding increased greenness after gabion installation
(Norman et al. 2015), the gabions appear to retain water at least long enough to make it
available to the surrounding vegetation. In an ephemeral stream system, some baseline
amount of infiltration occurs prior to gabion installation (Figure 5a). After gabion
installation, the system may respond in several different ways (Figure 5b-d).
Gabions may affect several subsurface processes: infiltration, percolation, and recharge.
Infiltration is the rate at which water flows across the soil boundary, from the land surface to
the subsurface. Percolation is the process by which infiltrated water flows through the
vadose zone. Finally, recharge is the rate at which water flows across the water table to
replenish the regional aquifer (U.S.G.S. 2016). The transport time through the vadose zone
results in delays between infiltration pulses and corresponding recharge, and in some cases,
infiltrated water never reaches the water table at all. This study addresses the effect of
gabions on infiltration only, although in the future this work could be expanded to examine
percolation and recharge as well.
It is possible that, although riparian vegetation will benefit from gabion installation, most
if not all of the newly available water is quickly transferred to the atmosphere through
evapotranspiration, without contributing to recharge (see Figure 5b). This is more likely if
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less permeable sediments lie in the root zone, preventing water from infiltrating to depths
beyond the reach of plant roots (Coes & Pool 2005).

Figure 5: Conceptual models of hydrologic response to gabion installation in an ephemeral stream channel. a)
Pre-installation. Low infiltration fluxes, occurring only during ephemeral flow events, support minimal riparian
vegetation. b) Post-installation in the presence of low-permeability sediments in the root zone. Increased
infiltration makes water available for evapotranspiration by plants, but does not increase groundwater recharge.
c) Another possible respose post-installation with low-permeability sediments in the root zone. Increased
infiltration increases near-surface storage and surface flow duration, but again does not increase recharge. d)
Post-installation in the absence of low-permeability sediments in the root zone. Increased infiltration increases
groundwater recharge and raises the water table.

In the case of less permeable sediments, it is possible that the infiltrated water is again
prevented from moving below the root zone, but instead of immediately being lost to
evapotranspiration, is stored in the root zone for some length of time (see Figure 5c). This
situation would occur if the amount of water infiltrating exceeded the evapotranspirative
demands of riparian vegetation but was not great enough to create the necessary pressure to
move through low-permeability sediments. Based on infiltration and evapotranspiration rates
published in Coes & Pool 2005, and on water balance observations in Wilcox et al. 2003, this
situation is possible but uncommon in drylands. In this case, the stored water could support
more species that require a continuous supply of moisture, and could contribute to
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maintaining flow for a greater number of days per year, but would not contribute to
recharge.
If the underlying sediment is more permeable, infiltrating water moves down below the
root zone and is stored until the next flood, at which point the next pulse of infiltration
pushes it further down until it eventually reaches the water table (Coes & Pool 2005). If the
infiltration rate increased significantly due to gabion installation, the water table could rise
until it intersected the stream channel at times. This scenario could also result in an increased
number of days of flow and/or an increased length of channel with flow (see Figure 5d), and
could support more species requiring continuous access to water.
Effects on ponding patterns immediately upstream
As is visible in Figure 5, the presence of a gabion or other similar rock structure affects
the behavior of surface water as well as the behavior of groundwater. However, this figure
reflects our initial conceptual model of surface water response, rather than observed
patterns. In fact, previous studies of rock structures in ephemeral streams have not included
observations on the functioning of these structures during flow events, only on their
cumulative effect over a season or over several years (Reed 2006).
We surmised that gabions would act like small, semi-permeable check dams. They would
collect flowing surface water into a small pond upstream of each gabion, decreasing the flow
velocity enough to cause sediment deposition. When this pond overtopped the gabion, water
would continue flowing downstream. As is the case in larger dams, the area immediately
downstream of the gabion would be subject to scour and erosion from water with a low
sediment load. Most gabions are fitted with a rock apron immediately downstream to
prevent this problem. The gabion itself, due to its porous and flexible construction, would
yield its shape slightly to allow throughflow, thus decreasing the amount of pressure it was
subjected to and decreasing its likelihood of failure during high flows.
After the inflow of surface water from upstream channel reaches stopped, water trapped
above a gabion would remain ponded for several hours. This is because outflow would occur
only through the gabion itself and as infiltration through streambed sediments. Although
water could flow through the gabion, it would do so slowly, particularly as the gabion aged
and trapped sediment and plant material, decreasing its permeability. This would result in
slow, wide, shallow, but persistent surface flow downstream of the gabion, for the length of
time needed for the upstream pond to drain completely. Note that if several gabions are
installed in the same channel, this outflow could become the inflow to the next gabion
downstream, allowing its pond to persist even longer, and propagating the effect down the
channel.
As water drained, with no inflow from upstream, the surface area of the pond would
decrease, shrinking from all sides and becoming both less long and less wide (see Figure 6),
following the channel topography (deepest in the middle). Most infiltration and sediment
deposition would occur upstream of the gabion because of the greater depth, area, and
duration of ponding. Downstream, outflow would occur across the width of the upstream
ponded area, but would then narrow into a thin stream in the deepest part of the channel.
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Figure 6: Ponded area over time upstream of a gabion (plan view). After upstream inflow stops, smaller and
smaller areas are covered with water as drainage (downstream outflow and infiltration) continues.

Objectives
Based on the conceptual models described above, gabions are expected to slow water,
trap sediment, and increase infiltration. We aimed to develop methods for easily and
inexpensively quantifying the total infiltration volume resulting from the flow patterns
described in Figure 6, for each flow event, immediately upstream and downstream of a
gabion. This thesis aims to test methods for improving our quantitative understanding of
these processes, with a particular focus on infiltration. The objectives of this study are to:
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1. Obtain reliable estimates of point infiltration fluxes through streambed sediments, by
analyzing temperature time-series at multiple depths.
2. Scale up these point infiltration fluxes to estimate the total infiltration volume over
the course of a flow event, using the new approach of recording ponded surface area
with time-lapse photography.
3. Assess the effect of gabion installation on infiltration immediately upstream and
downstream of the gabion.

Theory & Initial Conceptual Models
The methods explored in this thesis are based on upscaling point infiltration fluxes.
Currently, point infiltration fluxes through streambed sediments can be measured by using
heat as a tracer, which is a relatively low-cost option (see p.18). However, there is no widely
applied method for using those point infiltration fluxes to calculate the total infiltration
volume for a given flow event. This calculation requires a record of the ponded surface area
over time in the area of interest. In order to better estimate the total infiltration volume, we
therefore developed another set of conceptual models describing the relationship between
the spatial distribution of infiltration fluxes and the ponded surface area over time (see p.22).

Heat as a tracer to quantify infiltration
A number of methods exist to measure ephemeral stream channel infiltration and
recharge, including but not limited to reach water balances, chloride mass balances,
microgravity measurements, groundwater mound modeling, stable isotope and tritium
tracing, and vadose zone temperature modeling (Goodrich et al. 2004, Coes & Pool 2005).
However, many of these methods integrate processes over time and space (Goodrich et
al. 2004), obscuring the effects of specific events and local modifications such as gabion
installation. They also often require sampling from boreholes, which, if not already drilled,
are very expensive. Installing boreholes in an ephemeral stream bed where flow is infrequent
but sometimes violent can also be risky.
Using heat as a tracer of surface water-groundwater exchanges is a relatively low-cost
alternative that can provide point measurements of infiltration flux through the streambed
sediments (Constantz 2008, Hatch et al. 2006, Anderson 2005, Blasch 2003). These
measurements allow us to refine our understanding of the hydrologic exchanges occurring
around gabions. The heat transport methods used in this study do not, however, extend to
estimating recharge.
Heat transport methods for estimating infiltration fluxes are based on quantitative
analysis of temperature records over time at multiple depths. Temperature is easy and
inexpensive to measure accurately, even in remote locations, thanks to penny-sized, durable
loggers such as iButtons from Maxim Integrated (San Diego, CA, USA) or TidbiTs from
Onset (Bourne, MA, USA). These can cost between $20 and $140 per logger, depending on
the quantity and the desired specifications, such as waterproofing, measurable temperature
range, and degree of precision (ibuttonlink.com, onsetcomp.com).
The general theory of heat as a tracer is based on the transport of heat through the
surface and subsurface, which can be described by equations resembling those used for
solute transport (see Equation 1 and Equation 2) (Anderson 2005, Hatch et al. 2006,
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Stallman 1965). This equation assumes a constant, downward flow of water through a
saturated porous medium, and constant thermal properties for both soil and water.

𝑞! 𝑐! 𝜌! 𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑇
𝜅! 𝜕 ! 𝑇
=
∙ ! −
∙
𝜕𝑡
𝑐𝜌 𝜕𝑧
𝑐𝜌
𝜕𝑧
Equation 1: One-dimensional thermal conduction-advection-dispersion equation. T is the temperature [ºC],
which varies with time t [sec] and depth z [m], κ e is the effective thermal diffusivity describing the combined
effects of conduction and dispersion through the water-rock matrix [cal⋅sec-1⋅m-1⋅ºC-1], qf is the vertical fluid flux
[ms-1] and is equal to n⋅vf or the porosity times the pore velocity, cf is the heat capacity of the fluid [cal⋅kg⋅ºC-1],
ρ f is the density of the fluid [kg⋅m-3], c is the specific heat of the water and sediment in combination [cal⋅kg⋅ºC-1],
and ρ is the density of water and sediment in combination [kg⋅m-3].
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Equation 2: One-dimensional advection-dispersion equation for solute transport. C is the solute concentration
[mol/kg], which varies with time t [sec] and distance x [m], DL is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient
describing the combined effects of effective diffusion and dispersivity [m2 s-1], v is the fluid flow velocity [ms-1],
and S is a source/sink term which does not generally have an equivalent in heat transport.

Heat transport occurs via interacting transfer mechanisms: radiation, conduction,
convection, and advection. However, only conduction and advection affect the subsurface
(see Figure 7, from Constantz 2008). Radiative transfer occurs at the surface, when incoming
solar radiation is absorbed. Convection in this context is defined as the transport of heat by
flowing water above the streambed. Neither of these influence the temperature signal
significantly at depth (Constantz 2008).
The first term of Equation 1 describes the combined effects of conduction and thermal
dispersion (analogous to solute diffusion/dispersion in Equation 2), while the second term
describes the effects of thermal advection (analogous to solute advection in Equation 2)
(Anderson 2005). The source-sink term of the advection-dispersion equation does not have
a counterpart in Equation 1.
Conduction occurs anywhere that a temperature gradient is present and is a constant
function of that gradient, while advection occurs only in the presence of flowing water. The
relative importance of conduction and advection is therefore dependent on the fluid flux: as
water flows more quickly through the sediment, the importance of advection increases
because the conduction term remains unchanged while the advection term increases in
magnitude (Constantz 2008). Advection is therefore the primary mechanism of interest
when examining water fluxes through streambed sediments.
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Figure 7: Heat transfer mechanisms above, into, and out of a streambed (from Constantz 2008). Longitudinal
cross-section. Radiation and convection affect only the surface, while conduction and advection govern heat
transport in the subsurface.

Equation 1 can be solved for the temperature time-series at a given depth, yielding
Equation 3, in which the first term describes amplitude dampening (ΔA) and the second
term describes the phase shift (Δϕ) (Anderson 2005, Hatch et al. 2006, Stallman 1965).
Equation 3 describes an idealized temperature record over time. At the surface, the
temperature record shows sinusoidal oscillations corresponding to daily and seasonal
variations in incoming solar radiation. Time-series at progressively greater depths show the
delay and dampening of this surface signal, as indicated by the amplitude (A) and phase (ϕ)
of the sinusoid (see Figure 8).
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Equation 3: Solution to Equation 1, where A is the amplitude of the temperature signal at the surface, P is the
period of the temperature signal (the inverse of the frequency), and α =

𝒗𝟒 + 𝟖𝝅 ∙

𝛋𝒆

𝟐

𝑷 .
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Figure 8: Temperature time-series recorded by loggers at increasing depths. At greater depths, the temperature
signal is dampened and delayed, resulting in decreasing amplitude (∆A) and a phase shift (∆ϕ) (from Hatch et al.
2006).

Given temperature time-series at multiple fixed depths, and estimates of soil properties
based on direct measurements, the equations above can be solved for the vertical infiltration
flux at a single point in time and space through streambed sediments, and/or the hydraulic
conductivity of those sediments. However, in order to calculate the total infiltration, more
information is needed: the wetted channel width and length, and the infiltration flux over
time, particularly in ephemeral streams where both of these quantities are highly variable
(since the infiltration flux and the wetted area are zero most of the time).
Qualitative examination of temperature records can begin to constrain these variables
(wetted area, infiltration flux) in time, by indicating the onset and, less precisely, the
cessation of flow (see Figure 9 and Figure 10). Flow timing and duration can also be
identified using electrical resistance sensors in the streambed (Blasch et al. 2002), or by
applying a moving standard deviation statistical analysis to temperature time-series (Blasch et
al. 2004).

Figure 9: Behavior of temperature signal at depth when the channel is dry (left) and when flow is present (right).
Decreased dampening at depth is due to rapid heat transport by advection during flow (Blasch et al. 2004).
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Stewart et al. 2007, USGS

Figure 10: Example of field data where flow can be inferred from visual inspection of streambed temperature
records (Stewart et al. 2007).

Similarly, the wetted channel width and length can be roughly estimated based on
temperature records or conductance sensors if the channel is very densely instrumented, by
recording the timing of deviations from a sinusoidal signal at various locations across and
along the channel. The wetted area can also be estimated using GIS tools (Coes & Pool
2005). The channel length is estimated using map data and Spatial Analyst tools in ArcView
software from ESRI (Redlands, CA, USA). The channel width is measured at each study site,
and interpolated between sites. The wetted width is then calculated based on the assumption
that during flow some fixed percentage of the width is wetted, and that this percentage
remains constant over the duration of flow. This wetted width is multiplied by the length of
the channel to obtain the wetted surface area. The wetted width could also be estimated
based on the depth of water, if the channel topography was known with enough detail to
create a depth-width relationship, although this approach would require re-surveying
between flow events as the channel morphology evolved.
All existing estimation methods to monitor wetted area are subject to high error.
Although temperature methods have been used widely to estimate point fluxes, they have
not yet been coupled with more accurate records of flow duration and ponded surface area.
Unique to this study, we attempted to measure the duration and areal extent of flow events
using wildlife cameras.

Spatial variation in the hydraulic conductivity of streambed sediments
By recording the ponded surface area over time, we hoped to obtain more precise
estimates of the total infiltration volume for each flow event. We assumed that infiltration
flux (qinf) at any one location would be approximately equal to the saturated hydraulic
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conductivity (Ksat) of the streambed sediments at that location, because the depth of ponded
water is generally low (not more than 1 m) and infiltration is primarily gravity-driven. This is
a well-established assumption in estimating vertical drainage through shallow sediments
(Healy, 2010). The infiltration flux would therefore vary spatially based on the distribution of
streambed sediments with different Ksat. We expected that this spatial variation in qinf and
Ksat would result in a corresponding variation in the rate at which the ponded surface area
upstream of the gabion decreased: if water extends over a zone of high Ksat, the ponded area
should decrease rapidly, and if it extends over a zone of low Ksat, the ponded area should
decrease more slowly (see Figure 11).

Figure 11: Cross-section of ponded water in a channel with uniformly sloped streambed, and zones of high and
low hydraulic conductivity. The infiltration flux qinf (blue arrows) is higher in zones of high Ksat, resulting in a
more rapid decrease in ponded surface area in that section (represented by the successive layers of blue in the
channel). A plot of ponded surface area over time should therefore show a slope break when the boundary of the
ponded area crosses a boundary between zones of different Ksat.

Other factors also affect the rate of change of the ponded surface area over time, most
notably the channel morphology. In areas where the channel cross-section has a steep slope,
a small decrease in ponded volume (due to outflow) results in only a small decrease in
ponded surface area. In areas where the channel cross-section has a relatively flat slope, a
small decrease in ponded volume may result in a very large decrease in ponded surface area
(see Figure 12).

Figure 12: Cross-section of ponded water in channel with a more realistic morphology, but a uniform spatial
distribution of Ksat, such that the infiltration flux is the same everywhere. A plot of ponded surface area over time
shows a slope break when the ponded extent crosses from a zone of one slope to a zone of another slope.

The combined impacts of topography and spatially variable K make it difficult to
interpret the Ksat distribution uniquely based only on the wetted area as a function of time.
We expected that it would be possible in simplified models such as an infiltration basin with
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a planar floor, which removes the influence of topography (see Figure 13), but that it would
be more difficult in a real channel.

Figure 13: Topography of the basin floor in-channel and in a simplified infiltration basin. The triangular basin
has a uniformly sloped floor descending from its base towards its point, which removes the influence of
topography on the rate of decrease in ponded area.

To calculate the total infiltrated volume for a flow event, records of ponded surface area
over time are therefore not sufficient – the point infiltration flux (which can be obtained
from temperature records as described on p. 18) at several locations is also needed. The rate
of change in ponded surface area over time is then useful in determining what area each
point infiltration flux should be applied to. Based on the point infiltration fluxes and
cautious interpretation of the ponded area over time records, zones of different hydraulic
conductivity can be mapped. The distribution of these zones is likely to change over time, as
sediment is deposited or removed during flow events. These changes would affect the total
infiltration volume, and might provide insight into how gabions function over their lifespan.
For example, if deposition of coarse sediment upstream of the gabion increases the hydraulic
conductivity, the gabions might increase infiltration even more than expected. The reverse
could occur if low-conductivity material accumulates, making them less effective than
expected. Once a distribution of flux zones at a given time has been mapped, the total
infiltrated volume for a corresponding flow event can be calculated as follows:
Given a record of the ponded surface area over time (as in Figure 11 and Figure 12), the
distribution of hydraulic conductivity zones, and the infiltration flux at various points
throughout the drainage area, it should be possible to first calculate the total infiltration flow
at each timestep (Qinf), and then the area-weighted hydraulic conductivity Kweighted of the
channel or basin floor under the area that drained at each timestep (dA).
A simplified illustrative example is a triangular basin with a planar floor, as in Figure 13.
The basin geometry is further described in Figure 14 and Figure 15. If we measure the point
infiltration flux at two locations in the basin, and discover that there are two different flux
values, we attribute those to two zones of different Ksat. We can identify the location of the
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zone boundary from slope breaks in the record of ponded area over time, as described by
Figure 11 (because the constant slope of the basin floor removes the effects of topography).
The total infiltration flow (Qinf) at each timestep can then be calculated in one of two
ways:
1. From the area-weighted average infiltration flux (weighted by the area each point
flux measurement applies to at that timestep), multiplied by the total ponded area
(see Equation 4, Figure 14).
2. From the change in ponded volume calculated using the geometric relationship
between ponded surface area and ponded volume (see Equation 5).
With Qinf for several timesteps (using either of the above methods, which should be equal to
each other, in this case), the area-weighted hydraulic conductivity of the area drained
between two timesteps can be found using Equation 6, which assumes that qweighted is equal to
Kweighted. Finally, the total volume infiltrated while the basin drains can be calculated by
integrating over Qinf(t), as described in Equation 7.

Figure 14: Control basin drainage pattern with two zones of different Ksat. Variables correspond to those used in
Equation 4.
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Figure 15: Geometry of a control basin in cut-away view. Variables correspond to those used in Equation 5, where
z is the ponded depth [m], A is the ponded surface area [m2], L is the leg length of ponded water [m], and θ is
the angle between the ground surface and the basin floor [rad]. The basin is an isosceles right triangle, with a 90º
angle between the two legs. This design was chosen because it greatly simplifies the trigonometric relationships
between the depth, area, and volume of ponded water.
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Equation 4: Infiltration in a control basin by the qA method, echoing Equation 11. Qinf is the total infiltration flow
across the basin floor [m3s-1], t is the timestep [s], qweighted is the area-weighted infiltration flux [ms-1], Atotal is the
total ponded surface area, which is equal to the sum of A1 and A2 [m2], A1 is the ponded area above the boundary
between the upper and lower basin [m2], A2 is the ponded area below the boundary [m2], q1 is the infiltration flux
in the upper part of the basin [ms-1], and q2 is the infiltration flux in the lower part of the basin [ms-1].
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Equation 5: Infiltration in a control basin by the dV/dt method, where Qinf is the total infiltration flow across the
basin floor [m3s-1], t is the timestep [s], Vponded is the volume of ponded water at that timestep [m3] which can be
calculated from the depth of ponded water z [m] and the angle below horizontal of the basin floor θ [rad] (see
Figure 15). Equation 4 and Equation 5 should give the same result, but Equation 5 does not rely on knowing q.
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Equation 6: Once Qinf at each timestep is known, this equation can be solved for qweighted (equal to Kweighted) at
each timestep. If Qinf at each timestep is known, Kweighted at any timestep can also be found by rearranging this
equation, where Qinf is the total infiltration flow across the basin floor [m3s-1], t is the timestep [s], dA=Atotal(t2) –
Atotal(t1) and is the change in ponded area between the two timesteps [m2], and qweighted is the area-weighted
infiltration flux for that section of the basin floor, which is equal to the area-weighted hydraulic conductivity
Kweighted[ms-1].
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Equation 7: Total volume infiltrated, Vinf, over the course of a flow event [m3]. The flow lasts from tstart to tend
[sec], with a timestep dt. Aponded is the ponded surface area at each timestep [m2], and Kweighted is the areaweighted hydraulic conductivity at each timestep [m/s].
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The process described above for a simplified case can also be applied to a real stream
channel, as long as records of ponded surface area over time and measurements of point
infiltration fluxes are available. The challenge in a stream channel lies in appropriately areaweighting the point fluxes. This could be done by looking for slope breaks in the record of
ponded area over time that do not correspond to changes in the channel slope, or by
observing the channel sediments in search of changes in texture that might indicate
boundaries between zones of different hydraulic conductivity. Ideally the density of point
measurements would be high enough to draw a rough contour map of hydraulic conductivity
distributions, but this would be a costly approach. Once the area to which each point flux
applies is mapped, the area-weighted flux is calculated by adding together each of those
point fluxes multiplied by the proportion of the total ponded area to which they apply
(Equation 4 with as many q values as needed). The infiltration flow Qinf is then again equal to
the area-weighted flux multiplied by the total ponded area.
By combining area-based and temperature-based approaches, described previously, for
estimating the infiltration flux qinf and/or Kweighted, and by using the ponded area to calculate
the infiltration flow Qinf, we aim to achieve more precise estimates of total infiltration
volume during each flow event.

Test site: West Campus Agricultural Center
In a stream channel, as described above, many variables are changing at once: sediment
transport is reshaping the channel morphology and altering soil properties, water is flowing
in from upstream and flowing out downstream, etc. Before instrumenting such a complex
system, we tested our approach on a simplified physical model system similar to the one
depicted in Figure 14 (see Figure 16). Our goal was to test our instrumentation and our
conceptual models of the ponding and infiltration that occur immediately upstream of a
gabion in as simple a setting as possible. We then aimed to create a computer model that
could represent this simple system and serve as a starting point for analyzing data in the
more complex setting of a real streambed. In practice, time constraints compressed the study
such that we instrumented the streambed before completing analysis of the test basin results.
We were therefore unable to benefit fully from our findings, but nevertheless generated
some insights that helped us to understand our field data and provided fodder for future
work.

Data
Site description & instrumentation
The West Campus Agricultural Center is an agricultural experiment station owned by the
University of Arizona and located on the east bank of the Santa Cruz River, near Prince Rd.
& I-10. It includes cultivated and fallow agricultural fields, and an irrigation system, with
minimal vegetation on the fallowed fields.
We excavated a shallow drainage basin in the shape of a right isosceles triangle,
approximately 0.4 m deep and with 3 m long legs (see Figure 13 and Figure 16), which we
then gridded off with survey tapes, stakes, and rope. The sides of the drainage basin were
covered with wooden planks to minimize lateral infiltration, and the floor was smoothed and
raked to achieve a plane with an approximately constant slope, so that we could eliminate the
effects of topography on the infiltration rate. When the basin is filled, the ponded water
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drains out through the basin floor, in much the same way that the water backed up behind a
gabion slowly recedes due to infiltration (although in the case of a gabion, water is leaving as
surface outflow as well). The ponded surface area therefore decreases over time in a
recession curve similar to those depicted in Figure 11 and Figure 12.

Figure 16: Infiltration basin at the West Campus Agricultural Center. Photo taken by the wildlife camera when the
basin is full, showing survey tapes. See Figure 15 for a cut-away schematic of the basin.

We instrumented the drainage basin with a wildlife camera taking photos of the ponded
area at regular intervals (1-15 minutes depending on the trial), three soil moisture and
temperature probes from Acclima (Meridian, ID, USA) (Acclima SDI-12 TDT probes with a
DataSnap SDI-12 datalogger) at depths of 0.10, 0.20, and 0.30 m, and a sensor rod housing
six temperature sensors (iButton model#: DS19922L-F5) at depths of 0, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50,
0.75, and 1.0 m. We also set up a Class A evaporation pan a few meters from the test basin.
We repeatedly filled this basin and allowed it to drain, smoothing the floor between
trials, and manually recording the extent of water along the two legs of the basin, L, at 5-10
minute intervals. This was converted to the surface area of ponded water, A (see Equation 8,
Figure 17, and Figure 18). The Acclima probes, iButtons, and wildlife camera were set to
record during the drainage periods as well.
1
𝐴 = 𝐿!
2
Equation 8: Relationship between ponded surface area and length of water, where A is the ponded surface area,
and L is the linear extent of water along one leg of the triangle.
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Figure 17: Relationship between ponded length and surface area for a single trial (7/2/15) at the West Campus
Agricultural Center drainage basin. Notice the slope break at the area value of approximately 3.5 m2, suggesting a
change in the Ksat of the underlying sediment at this location.

Figure 18: Comparison of multiple drainage trials from the West Campus Agricultural Center test basin. Note that
they do not all show slope breaks in the same manner, although there does appear to be a slope break near the
area value of 3.5 m2 in every dataset for which the basin was filled completely (i.e. all except June 10th). There also
appears to be a second slope break near 2.25 m2 for the June 23rd , June 24th, and July 2nd trials. These slope breaks
may indicate zones of different hydraulic conductivity on the basin floor.
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We expected to see similar data across trials, with slope breaks at the same location on
the vertical axis (ponded surface area) corresponding to the boundaries between zones of
different hydraulic conductivity. Aside from the first trial on June 10th, where the basin was
not completely filled, most trials do indeed follow the same general trend, and show a slope
break near A = 3.5 m2. Three of the trials also showed a second slope break, near A = 2.25
m2, suggesting a possible third zone of different hydraulic conductivity. Another explanation
may be necessary though, because the June 10th and July 1st trials do not have this slope
break. If it were indeed caused by spatial variation in hydraulic conductivity, every trial
should show a slope break.
The basin drained more slowly than usual during the July 2nd trial, perhaps because of the
effects of rain on June 30th, although it is odd that the July 1st trial does not show similar
effects. It may be that the antecedent conditions combining rain and the July 1st drainage trial
saturated the underlying soil almost to capacity, resulting in slower drainage on July 2nd.

Results
MATLAB model
Using the records of ponded surface area over time from the simplified system at the
West Campus Agricultural Center (see Figure 18), as well as synthetic data (described below),
we aimed to create a MATLAB program capable of:
a. Comparing the modelled infiltration with the infiltration calculated from other
datasets (soil moisture, temperature, photos), in order to assess the effectiveness of
different instrumentation setups being evaluated for use in-channel.
b. Inferring the infiltration flux (qinf) and the soil properties (Ksat) controlling infiltration
based only on the ponded surface area over time, and to understand under what
conditions this approach yields good parameter estimations.
c. Expanding this approach to account for spatially variable Ksat, which may be
necessary to represent actual channel conditions.
Unfortunately, due to equipment malfunctions and the time constraints of the imminent
monsoon season, we were unable to use the Acclima, iButton, and camera data for Part A,
and instead focused our analysis on interpreting the manual record of ponded surface area
over time for Parts B & C.
Governing equations
The shape of the basin (a right isosceles triangle) results in a simple geometric
relationship between ponded surface area and volume (see Equation 9). It is therefore
possible to find the infiltration flux without making any subsurface measurements, instead
relying only on the ponded area over time and a single soil parameter, Ksat. This parameter is
once again assumed to equal qinf when the depth of ponded water is low (in this case, not
exceeding 0.4 m). As some volume, dV, is subtracted each timestep via infiltration, a smaller
new surface area is calculated, resulting in a lower infiltration volume in the next timestep,
but the same infiltration flux, qinf (see Equation 10). All geometric variables are defined in
Figure 15.
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Equation 9: Geometric relationship between ponded surface area and volume, where V is the ponded volume
[m3], A is the ponded surface area [m2], and θ is the angle below horizontal of the basin floor [rad].
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!
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𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝.
𝐼𝑓 𝑉 𝑡! ≤ 0, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑎𝑠 𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑉 𝑡! = 0
Equation 10: Drainage of an infiltration basin, where ti is the time at the current timestep [sec], ti-1 is the time at
the previous timestep [sec], dt is the size of the timestep [sec], dV is the change in ponded volume over the
course of the timestep [m3], A is the ponded surface area [m2], Ksat is the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the
soil [m3s-1] which equals the infiltration flux qinf, V is the ponded volume [m3], z is the depth of water at the pit’s
deepest point [m], and θ is the angle of the basin floor below horizontal [rad].

Assumptions:
a. The infiltration rate qi is equal to the saturated hydraulic conductivity Ksat, since the
soil was saturated prior to the experiment, and the height of ponded water is fairly
small (maximum depth is 0.4 m). The pressure of ponded water therefore has little
effect on the infiltration flux. This assumption is only possible under a unit hydraulic
gradient.
b. All losses are assumed to occur through vertical infiltration. Evaporation and
horizontal flow are not accounted for, and the basin has no outlet.
c. The surface area used in calculations is the area of the horizontal surface of the
water, which is perpendicular to the infiltration flux, rather than the area of the basin
floor. This is compatible with a vertical unit hydraulic gradient (from assumptions a
and b).
Conceptual exploration using synthetic data
To understand how this approach would work under a range of conditions, and to
define what range of soil properties could be accurately modelled, we supplemented our field
data with synthetic data generated in MATLAB.
Because the field data suggested two zones of different Ksat on the basin floor (see Figure
17 and Figure 19), we defined three parameters to be used for synthetic data generation, and
modified Equation 10 accordingly (see Equation 11):
K1
K2

Saturated hydraulic conductivity in the upper zone of the basin floor.
Range: 10e-7 to 10e-4 ms-1.
Saturated hydraulic conductivity in the lower zone of the basin floor.
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Abreak

Range: 10e-7 to 10e-4 ms-1.
Ponded surface area at which the water line on the basin floor corresponds
to the boundary line between the upper and lower zones.
Range: 0 to 4.6 m.

Figure 19: Plan view of K zones in the West Campus Agricultural Center drainage basin. The upper part of the
basin has a hydraulic conductivity of K1, while the lower part has a hydraulic conductivity of K2. The boundary
between the upper and lower zones is defined by the waterline when the ponded surface area is equal to Abreak.

𝑑𝑉 𝑡! = 𝐴!"!#$ 𝑡!!! ⋅ 𝐾!"#$!!"# 𝑡!!! ∙ 𝑑𝑡
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒:
𝐴1 𝑡
𝐴2 𝑡
𝐾!"#$!!"# 𝑡 =
⋅ 𝐾1 +
⋅ 𝐾2
𝐴!"!#$
𝐴!"!#$
Equation 11: Modified calculation of dV, the change in ponded volume over a timestep [m3], to take into account
two zones of different Ksat. Atotal is the total ponded surface area [m2], Kweighted is the area-weighted hydraulic
conductivity [ms-1], A1 is the ponded area [m2] over zone 1 with a Ksat of K1 [ms-1], and A2 is the ponded area over
zone 2 with a Ksat of K2. The total ponded area is the sum of A1 and A2. This could be done for any number of
zones.

We created a MATLAB script (included in Appendix I) to generate 500 combinations of
three parameters (K1, K2, Abreak), to be used as our true values. This was done using Latin
Hypercube Sampling within the ranges specified above, which ensures that the entire
distribution of each parameter is represented by the sample, with maximum separation of
parameter values (McKay et al. 1979).
Using Equation 10 and Equation 11 we generated a synthetic dataset, describing the
ponded surface area, A, over time, for each of the 500 true parameter sets (Abreak, K1, K2).
The last step of the synthetic data generation process was to add low-level noise in order to
better simulate real field data. The noise consisted of a series of uniformly distributed
randomly generated numbers between -0.01 0.01 m for each synthetic dataset, using the
MATLAB function rand. These numbers were then added to the synthetic data, such that
each data point might deviate up to ±0.01 m from its actual value (see Appendix I for more
details). Figure 20a shows an example of ten synthetic datasets generated in this way., and
Figure 20c shows all 500 synthetic datasets.
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Figure 20: Synthetic datasets generated using Latin Hypercube Sampling. Dots indicate Abreak, the boundary
between K zones. The timestep is 300 seconds, to match the field data. a) Subset of ten datasets with noise added.
c) All 500 datasets with noise added.

Each curve on Figure 20 describes the drainage pattern in the test basin for a given
combination of true parameter values. Initially, the ponded surface area decreases quickly,
because the volume lost to infiltration at each timestep is directly related to the ponded
surface area at that time (see Equation 11). When the ponded surface area is large, more
water infiltrates, resulting in a sharper decrease in surface area at the next timestep. As the
surface area decreases, the rate of change also decreases. The rate of decrease is also affected
by the hydraulic conductivity of the soil under the ponded area (Kweighted). At first, the basin is
full, and Kweighted factors in both K1 and K2, with the area to which K1 applies gradually
decreasing while the area to which K2 applies remains constant. As soon as the basin drains
to the breakpoint between zones, K1 no longer applies because the upper zone is dry. The
area to which K2 applies then begins decreasing as well, until the basin has drained
completely (see Figure 14).
This drainage mechanism is partially responsible for the seemingly clustered distribution
of Abreak values. The Abreak values spread over the entire range of possible surface areas
(the vertical axis), but they cluster at early times (the horizontal axis). This occurs because the
basin drains more quickly at early time. At the beginning of the drainage trial, the ponded
surface area is at a maximum, and the infiltration flow Qinf is correspondingly high. This high
outflow rate decreases the surface area significantly at the next timestep, resulting in a
smaller outflow volume, which results in a smaller decrease in surface area between
timesteps, etc. For any basin where the surface area is tied to the outflow rate, the rate of
change in surface area will be greatest at early time and will slow down at later time. Because
of this pattern, the drainage curves pass through a greater part of the plot’s vertical range at
early times, while passing through only a small range of A values for any given time period at
later time. As a a result, the Abreak value is more likely to be reached early.
Once we had the synthetic data shown in Figure 20, describing drainage patterns for 500
true parameter sets, we attempted to infer what true parameter values had been used to
generate each synthetic dataset. We wrote a MATLAB program designed to predict these
soil parameters (K1, K2, and Abreak) from the synthetic data, and then to test how well the
predicted parameter values matched the true parameter values under a range of conditions
(see scripts in Appendix I). For example, would the predicted values be closer to the true
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values if there was a large difference between the hydraulic conductivity in the upper part of
the basin (K1) compared to the lower part of the basin (K2)? Would the location of the
boundary (Abreak) between the two different hydraulic conductivity values affect the fit?
The program we wrote fitted modelled time-series of drainage to the synthetic timeseries of drainage (see Figure 21), using the root mean squared error (see Equation 12). This
common error measure takes the mean over all data points of the distance between the
measured value and the modelled value for each point, then takes the square root of that
mean. It is therefore scale-dependent, and has the same units as the value being measured (in
this case m2 for ponded surface area).

Figure 21: For each synthetic dataset, we used an optimization function to find the three parameter values that
minimized the root mean squared error between the predicted recession curve (red dashed line) and the true
recession curve (black line). The blue dots represent the true breakpoints between K zones. Subset of 10 datasets
shown.

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

!
!!!

𝐴(𝑡)!"#$ − 𝐴(𝑡)!"#$%%$&
𝑛

Equation 12: Root mean squared error (RMSE), where n is the number of timesteps, Atrue is the true ponded area
from the synthetic dataset [m], and Ainferred is the inferred ponded area from the modelled dataset [m].
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We tested three built-in MATLAB functions (MathWorks 2016) to find the inferred
parameter sets that would generate model data with the best possible fit to the synthetic
data:
a. fminsearch, which assumes an underlying function and uses a simplex search
method based on the gradient of the function (Lagarias et al. 1998). This
approach takes a randomly generated starting point for the values of the
parameters being optimized, then iterates, moving down-gradient, away from
high-error solutions, until it finds the parameter values that minimize error.
b. fmincon, which is the same as fminsearch but only searches for solutions within
assigned constraints, which in this case are the range of physically possible
parameter values.
c. patternsearch, which uses an adaptive mesh to find minima without assuming an
underlying function. It considers a set of points around the current point, rather
than using the gradient (which is what fminsearch relies on). It then chooses the
best of those points as the new starting point. It can also be constrained to only
search within a range of parameter values.
To prevent the choice of starting points from affecting the outcome, we randomly
generated 100 sets of starting parameter values, and ran fminsearch, fmincon, and patternsearch
100 times for each synthetic dataset being tested, resulting in 3 sets of 100 predictions of the
true parameter values for that dataset (recall that there are 500 synthetic datasets). Each of
these predictions is associated with an error measure (see Equation 12).
To assess the goodness of fit between true and predicted parameters, we translated each
error value into the likelihood that a given prediction was correct, i.e. was equivalent to a
model with the true parameters (see Equation 13). The likelihood is a more useful measure
in this case because, unlike the root mean squared errors, the likelihoods associated with a
set of predictions sum to one, are not scale-dependent, and are unitless.
1
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑 =

!""
!!!

1
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

Equation 13: Likelihood that a given predicted parameter set (out of 100 possible predictions) is correct. RMSE is
the root mean squared error [m2], and 100 is the number of predictions made for each synthetic dataset.

For a given search method, we then plotted all 100 estimates (recall that each estimate is
for the same synthetic dataset, but was generated from a unique starting point) of each
parameter value against its likelihood of being correct, and compared the values of these
parameter estimates to the true value of the parameters (see Figure 22). The height of each
point indicates the likelihood of that parameter value being correct. The point with the
highest likelihood is circled in red and is the best estimate of that parameter for the synthetic
dataset being examined.
This process is repeated, and a similar likelihood plot is generated, for each of the three
search methods (fminsearch, fmincon, and patternsearch), and for each of the 500 synthetic
datasets being tested. Finally, a best (maximum likelihood) estimate of each parameter value
is selected for each dataset, resulting in three arrays (one for each search method) of best
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estimates which are the same size as the array of true values (3 parameters x 500 datasets).
Each set of best estimates is also associated with a likelihood value stored in a separate array.

b.
Figure 22: Effect of starting point on parameter estimation. For each synthetic dataset, we plot the predicted
parameter values yielded by all 100 fminsearch runs, each generated from a different starting point. a) In some
cases, there was a clear convergence around a high-likelihood peak at the true value. b) In others, the results were
less definite, or the predicted values failed to match the true values.

To visualize which sets of true parameter values were most difficult to predict, we
plotted the likelihood of the best parameter estimates for each dataset (described above) in
3D parameter space, where the x-axis represents the K1 value, the y-axis represents the K2
value, and the z axis represents the Abreak value (see Figure 23). The location of each red
dot along the xyz axes indicates the three true parameter values for that dataset, and the size
of the dot represents the misfit (1/Likelihood) between the true data and the modelled data,
such that larger dots indicate poorer fit.
The results depend on the search algorithm used (see Figure 23, Figure 24, Figure 25).
The true parameter sets that are most difficult to predict (i.e. the largest dots) fall into
different zones depending on the search method. For fminsearch and fmincon they are fairly
uniformly distributed, suggesting that all parameter values are equally difficult (or easy) to
predict and making it difficult to identify which predictions can be trusted to what degree.
For patternsearch, the difficult-to-predict values fall primarily within above a diagonal planes
through the plot, where K1, K2, and Abreak are high, perhaps because at high hydraulic
conductivities and/or early Abreaks, the basin drains too quickly and the MATLAB model
has only a few data points to analyze. This suggests that all three algorithms are generally
applicable across most conditions, with the exception of very high hydraulic conductivities.
When applying this method to field data, sites with very high K sediments should therefore
be avoided.
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Figure 23: Parameter estimation using fminsearch. Dot location indicates the values of the true parameter set
being evaluated. Dot size indicates fit (the larger the dot the poorer the fit) between predicted data and modelled
data for the true parameter set at that location.

Figure 24: Parameter estimation using fmincon. Dot location indicates the values of the true parameter set being
evaluated. Dot size indicates fit (the larger the dot the poorer the fit) between predicted data and modelled data
for the true parameter set at that location.
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Figure 25: Parameter estimation using patternsearch. Dot location indicates the values of the true parameter set
being evaluated. Dot size indicates fit (the larger the dot the poorer the fit) between predicted data and modelled
data for the true parameter set at that location.

Based on these results, and on the different measures of error listed in Table 1 for the
three parameters being estimated, we chose to use fmincon in our analysis rather than
patternsearch or fminsearch. Specifically, fmincon produced reasonable results for all possible
parameter values, and had the lowest average error measures.
fminsearch
fmincon
patternsearch

Mean RMSE
0.0230
0.0025
0.25

Sum RMSE
11.48
1.26
126.58

Mean Likelihood
0.0245
0.0159
0.0678

Sum Likelihood
12.24
7.94
33.88

Table 1: Error measures for three different optimization functions. These measures are taken from the subset of
500 best predictions, one for each parameter set (the red dots on Figure 22).

Parameter estimation on field data
The field data from the West Campus Agricultural Center (see Figure 26) shows
noticeable slope breaks that are neither at very early nor at very late time, so we initially
expected that it would be easy for our MATLAB script to identify the soil parameters based
on this real data. For a single drainage trial, we again fed 100 unique starting points to
fmincon, and found that our script identified K1 as 1.07e-5 m/s, K2 as 4.94e-4 m/s, and
Abreak as 0.039 m2, with an RMSE of 0.079 m2. However, because a clear slope break was
visually identifiable, we also ran the script with a fixed, visually identified breakpoint of 3.125
m2, which resulted in a K1 of 5.07e-6 m/s and a K2 of 1.87e-5 m/s, with an RMSE of 0.092
m2. Finally, we split the field data into two parts at the breakpoint, and estimated a K value
for each part independently. Because the lower half (below Abreak) of the drainage curve is
dependent only on K2, we used the same code as for previous estimates, truncated the data
to only the times after the breakpoint, and estimated K2. The upper half of the drainage
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curve depends on both K2 and K1, so we again truncated the data, this time to only times
before the breakpoint. We then fixed Abreak and K2, and once again used the same code to
estimate K1. This resulted in a K1 of 1.00e-6 m/s with an RMSE of 0.156 m2, and a K2 of
2.40e-5 m/s with an RMSE of 0.037 m2 (see Figure 26 and Table 2). When the data are split
into two parts, K2 is close to the value estimated when the breakpoint is fixed, but the K1
estimate is very different, with a comparatively high RMSE.
For each set of predicted K1 and K2 values, a difference factor can be calculated: the
larger K value divided by the smaller. This factor is useful in determining whether or not the
difference in K values is large enough to cause a visible slope break in the drainage curve.
The variance in K estimates across methods can also be calculated, as the squared deviation
of the estimates from the mean. A high variance indicates that the three methods tested yield
quite different results, whereas a low variance indicates that the result is not sensitive to
which method is used. In this case, the variance across K1 values is 0.0004% of the mean,
while the variance across K2 values is 0.04% of the mean – both quite small, suggesting that
the method chosen does not greatly impact the resulting predictions of K.
Approach
Allow K1, K2, and breakpoint
to vary
Fix breakpoint and allow K1
and K2 to vary
Fix breakpoint, split data,
find K1 & K2 independently
Variance

Abreak
2
[m ]
0.039

K1
[m/s]
1.07e-5

K2
[m/s]
4.94e-4

RMSE
2
[m ]
0.079

Difference
factor
46.33

3.125

5.07e-6

1.87e-5

0.092

3.69

3.125

1.00e-6

2.40e-5

0.156 (K1)
0.037 (K2)

24.03

2.37e-11

7.45e-8

Table 2: Comparison of approaches to estimating K1 and K2 of West Campus Agricultural Center field data.
Difference factors of ~4 or greater result in noticeable slope breaks in the drainage curve.
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Figure 26: Parameter estimation for July 2nd field data at the West Campus Agricultural Center. a. All three
parameters (K1, K2, Abreak) are estimated. The model predicts a single K zone and places Abreak at the last
possible timestep. b. Abreak is fixed based on the visually identifiable slope break in the field data, and only K1
and K2 are estimated. c. Abreak is fixed and the data is split into two parts, with K1 and K2 estimated
independently of each other.
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We applied a single method of parameter estimation, fixing the breakpoint, to all five
field drainage trials. In cases where the field data appeared to have two potential breakpoints,
we first chose the earlier of the two, then ran the code again with the later of the two, giving
two different pairs of K1 and K2 values for each trial (see Figure 27 and Table 3). It would
be interesting to modify our script to add the possibility of three K zones, but we did not
attempt this here.

Figure 27: Comparison of parameter estimation and the resulting modelled drainage curves for five different trials
at the West Campus Agricultural Center. The dashed lines indicate the two possible breakpoints tested for each
trial. Most of the models (with the exception of the June 10th trial) yield similar drainage curves with no sharp
slope breaks, regardless of where the breakpoint in the data was located.

K1 [m/s]

K2 [m/s]

Early break

Late break

Early break

Late break

June 10

4.03E-04

3.11E-05

2.00E-05

2.34E-05

June 23

2.58E-05

1.79E-05

2.75E-05

2.96E-05

June 24

1.06E-06

1.02E-06

4.11E-05

5.04E-05

July 01

2.94E-05

1.96E-05

3.20E-05

3.88E-05

July 02

8.83E-06

5.08E-06

1.76E-05

1.87E-05

Mean

9.36E-05

1.49E-05

2.77E-05

3.22E-05

Variance

3.00E-08

1.46E-10

8.98E-11

1.61E-10

Table 3: Parameter estimation for multiple trials. The predicted values for K1 vary slightly, both with the
breakpoint location and across trials. The predicted values for K2 are more consistent, and appear to be less
influenced by the breakpoint location from trial to trial.
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Figure 28: Predicted K1 and K2 values over several trials at the West Campus Agricultural Center (see Table 3).
The plot on the right shows a closer view of the lower portion of the plot on the left. Diamonds indicate the
models run with a breakpoint at early time, and crosses indicate models run with a breakpoint at late time.

If the slope of the drainage curve does indeed represent the spatial distribution of K
along the basin floor, we would expect all the drainage trials with the same breakpoints to
yield similar results for K1 and K2. We therefore first assessed the effect of the breakpoint
location on K estimates.
We found that the predictions of K1 and K2 based on records of ponded area over time
were fairly consistent across trials, but varied based on the assigned breakpoint (see Figure
27 and Table 3). Predictions of K2 appear mostly insensitive to the location of the
breakpoint, while predictions of K1 are more affected by the breakpoint location. This is to
be expected, because the drainage rate in the lower part of the basin is dependent only on
K2, so the curve being fitted at late time is similar regardless of the breakpoint location. The
mean value of K1 based on these predictions is 9.36e-5 m/s for early time breakpoints and
1.49e-5 m/s for late time breakpoints. The mean value of K2 is 2.77e-5 m/s for early
breakpoints and 3.22e-5 m/s for later breakpoints.
The breakpoint location significantly affects the model estimates of K1 and K2, so we
chose to use a consistent breakpoint for all datasets. We chose a value of 3.125 m2, closer to
the early breakpoint. In practice, each dataset has a slightly different breakpoint, based on
which data point in the drainage curves has a value closest to 3.125 m2. The resulting
estimates of K1 and K2 (see ) suggested that the first drainage trial, on June 10th, did not
capture the upper K zone. This is not unexpected given that the basin was not filled
completely for the first trial, and the ponded extent may never have reached the upper K
zone at all (see Figure 18). When all five trials were compared, using a two-sample t-test with
a 5% significance level, the mean K1 and mean K2 were not significantly different from each
other. However, when the June 10th trial was discounted, the mean K1 and mean K2 were
significantly different from each other. This finding supports our assumption that there are
two distinct zones with different hydraulic conductivities on the basin floor.
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2

Abreak [m ]

K1 [m/s]

K2 [m/s]

June 10

3.09

6.05e-5

2.94e-5

June 23

3.19

1.22e-7

3.18e-5

June 24

3.19

1.07e-7

4.33e-5

July 01

3.06

1.02e-7

3.65e-5

July 02

3.13

1.00e-7

1.84e-5

1.22e-5 ± 2.7e-5

3.19e-5 ± 9.22e-6

1.08e-7 ± 9.76e-9

3.25e-5 ± 1.05e-5

Mean
Mean (drop jun10)

Table 4: K1 and K2 estimates using breakpoints close to 3.125 m2. The mean estimates were not significantly
different from one another. When the first trial (which started with the basin not completely full) was dropped,
the mean K1 and mean K2 were significantly different.

Discussion
One potential problem with attempting to predict hydraulic conductivity distributions
from the ponded area over time is that the actual location of the K zone boundary does not
always correspond well to the location of the slope break in the recession data (contrary to
our initial conceptual model). In many cases, there is a smooth curve with no sharp break,
such that it is difficult to identify the boundary (see Figure 29). Only when K1 and K2 are
very different is there a noticeable slope break. This requires us to revise our initial
conceptual model. As the basin drains, the surface area being influenced by the upper K
zone decreases gradually, such that the lower K zone slowly gains more weight. The
gradualness of this weighting shift may explain the lack of sharp slope breaks at the zone
boundary. This means that our approach of determining K zones boundaries based on slope
breaks may not be as effective as hoped.
An unexpected question is: why, if K zones do not create sharp slope breaks, we still see
a relatively sharp break in some of the field trials at the West Campus Agricultural Center.
This may simply reflect a high contrast in K values, which, when combined with a mid-range
breakpoint, is the only scenario in our synthetic data that generates a noticeable slope break.
In synthetic scenarios, a factor of approximately 4 difference between K1 and K2 is the
minimum to create a visible slope break (see Figure 29).
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Figure 29: Three examples of synthetic recession data with the same fixed location of the K zone boundary
plotted as a dot. In the case of the blue line, there is a very clear slope break near the zone boundary, with K1 and
K2 difference by a factor of ~20. In the case of the red line, there is no visible slope break, and K1 and K2 differ by
a factor of only ~3. The yellow line represents synthetic data where K1 and K2 differ by a factor of 4, similar to the
field data. In this third case, the slope break, though slight, is still visible.

Another possible explanation for the slope break in the field data is that influences other
than the soil properties affected the drainage rate. For example, the evapotranspiration rate,
which could change abruptly if the wind or the amount of cloud cover changed, is ignored in
this model, but may account for a significant portion of the change in volume at each
timestep. Based on records from the evaporation pan placed near the test basin, the
evapotranspiration rate during the trials could have ranged from approximately 3e-8 m/s to
2e-7 m/s (the pan coefficient used to calculate evapotranspiration depends on the wind
speed, so it is possible to find a range of possible rates by varying the pan coefficient).
However, even the highest ET value in this range has only a small effect on drainage curves
(see Figure 30). Lastly, the slope break may be due to uneven drainage patterns, because the
basin floor was not a perfect plane and the ponded water occasionally receded
asymmetrically. However, this last explanation seems unlikely given that slope breaks are
visible in the same location across several field drainage trials, despite our raking the basin
floor as flat as possible between trials. (see Figure 18).
Based on the field trial data (excluding June 10th, when the basin was not completely
filled), the mean K1 of 1.08e-7 ± 9.76e-9 m/s was significantly different than the mean K2
of 3.25e-5 ± 1.05e-5 m/s. It therefore appears most likely that there were indeed two
separate zones of different hydraulic conductivity in the basin floor.
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Figure 30: Effect of ET on the ponded surface area over time. The dotted line indicates the synthetic data
generated for the parameter values K1 = 5.06e-6, K2 = 1.87e-5, and Abreak = 3.125. The red line indicates the
synthetic data generated when an evapotranspiration rate of 2e-7 m/s is subtracted from each K value. The effect
of evapotranspiration appears fairly small.

Ephemeral stream channel: Vaughn Canyon
Based on and overlapping with our exploratory work at the West Campus Agricultural
Center, we instrumented the streambed in Vaughn Canyon (described on p. 46). In addition
to monitoring the presence, duration, and extent of flow using wildlife cameras and pressure
transducers, we also installed temperature sensors in the streambed sediments in order to
quantify infiltration fluxes despite the complex channel geometry, which was unlike our
model at the West Campus Agricultural Center (see Figure 13).
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Data
Site description

Figure 31: Location map. Star indicates the location of Vaughn Canyon. Modified from Coes & Poole 2005.

Figure 32: Gabion #2 in Vaughn Canyon. Photo by Natalie Wilson.
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Location
Vaughn Canyon is an ephemeral stream channel on the Babocomari Ranch, which is
located in Santa Cruz County, AZ, approximately 2.5 mi southeast of the town of Elgin. The
channel receives runoff from the Canelo Hills approximately 7 miles to the south, and drains
into the Babocomari River, which is a tributary of the San Pedro River to the east (HUC
15050202) (Cook et al. 2009).
The Upper San Pedro River Basin, which eventually drains to the Lower Colorado
(although it is rarely connected), is the subject of much intense interest and study. It is one
of the few rivers in the southwest to maintain year-round flow along most of its reach, and
the surrounding area has been federally protected as the San Pedro National Riparian
Conservation Area due to its extremely high biodiversity. However, the presence of many
stressors on the hydrologic system (particularly in the wake of climate change & increasing
residential development) has led to a great deal of contention and numerous lawsuits
concerning water rights in the basin (House-Peters & Scott 2011).
Water flowing in the San Pedro River comes not only from mountain-front recharge but
also from monsoon rains recharging through ephemeral stream channelbeds far from the
mountain front (Baillie et al 2007). This means that recharge occurring in ephemeral stream
channels such as Vaughn Canyon plays a significant role in maintaining baseflow in the San
Pedro River (Coes & Pool 2005).
Climate
Southeastern Arizona is semi-arid, with highly spatially & temporally variable
precipitation, although most rainfall occurs during high-intensity convective monsoon
thunderstorms (Jul-Sept), with less intense winter rains varying from year to year in relation
to ENSO cycles. At the nearest weather station in the Canelo Hills, which drain into Vaughn
Canyon, the mean annual precipitation is 18.87 inches, and the mean annual temperature is
58.55 ºF (US Climate Data 1891-2010). In 2015, the total yearly precipitation was 18.67 in,
which is just about average (rainlog.org).
The study site was instrumented on 06/18/2015, and the first subsequent precipitation
event occurred on 6/26. There was a total of 13.15 in of precipitation (including snow) over
the course of the study period, which ended on 02/10/2016 (rainlog.org). However, only
two flow events were recorded, one on 08/20 and one on 08/26 (see Figure 38).
Biodiversity
The stream channel is incised into a semi-arid grassland. The dominant vegetation type
on the historic plain is a riparian grassland system dominated by sacaton (Sporobolus
wrightii), which extends to the upper edges of the incised channel. These edges are bordered
by intermixed patches of rubber rabbitbrush (Ericameria nauseosa) and/or threadleaf
ragwort (Senecio flaccidus) and perennial grasses. Scattered remnants of cottonwood/willow
stand in spots along the study reach, with isolated Arizona walnut (Populus fremontii, Salix
gooddingii, Juglans major). Several species of annual sedges (Carex sp.), which are associated
with wetlands and generally require moist soils, were also observed after gabion installation.
Prior to gabion installation, invasives observed included Lehman's lovegrass (Eragrostis
lehmannii) and Russian thistle (Salsola sp.). Invasive Johnson grass (Sorghum halepense) was
observed after gabion installation (Natalie Wilson, personal communication, 06/13/2016).
The nearby Appleton-Whittell Research Ranch publishes counts of species observed in
the area, which include: 42 species of herpetofauna (as of 2012), 84 species of mammals (as
of 2007), 256 species of birds (as of 2014), and 511 species of plants (as of 2001).
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Over the course of the study period we also directly and indirectly (via wildlife cameras)
observed the following wildlife: coyotes, bobcats, a cougar, foxes, skunks, rabbits, deer,
javelina, pronghorns, rattlesnakes, a tarantula, darkling beetles, roadrunners, sparrows,
montezuma quail, american kestrels (nesting), northern harriers, cooper’s hawks, doves, and
bats.
Land-use history
Southeastern Arizona was periodically inhabited during the Archaic period, then
permanently settled by Mogollon, Hohokam, & Trincheras cultures from 500-1100 (Cook et
al 2009). The Babocomari Ranch, one of oldest land grant ranches in AZ, was originally
owned by the Elias family from Sonora, MX, but was abandoned due to Apache raiding, and
eventually resettled by the Perrin family from San Francisco (Sheridan, 2012). It is currently
owned by the Brophy family.
The grasslands in this area were severely overstocked during the grazing boom of the late
1800s, which resulted in erosion and downcutting, and eventually in the disconnection of the
floodplain and a conversion to high-energy, deeply incised channels (Sheridan 2012, Cook et
al. 2009). Currently, the land is still in use for cattle grazing, under careful management in
collaboration with the University of Arizona and the National Resources Conservation
Service (AZ Water Protection Fund FY 2009 Grant Application Review).
Vaughn Canyon is a pilot site for channel restoration involving sandbagging, the
construction of 5 gabions, and other smaller erosion control structures (see Figure 33). This
is part of a project in collaboration with Borderlands Restoration and the U.S. Geological
Survey, and funded in part by the Walton Family Foundation (borderlandsrestoration.org).

Figure 33: Erosion control structures in Vaughn Canyon. Photo © Borderlands Restoration.
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Instrumentation
Our goal was to test an instrumentation approach that was relatively low cost and low
maintenance, such that it could eventually be scaled up and deployed over many sites in
order to understand the watershed-scale effects of gabion installation. We did not necessarily
expect to obtain a precise estimate of infiltration in Vaughn Canyon, but rather to
understand, based on the data we collected, what modifications to our approach would be
necessary in order to obtain reliable results on a large scale in the future.

Figure 34: Detailed location map of instrumentation in Vaughn Canyon. Approximate scale. We placed 5 sensor
rods immediately upstream of gabion #2, 3 immediately downstream, and 2 upstream in between gabions #1 and
#2 (not pictured here). We also placed wildlife cameras at gabions #2, #3, and #4, and between #1 and #2.
Pressure transducers were attached to sensor rods #1 and #6., such that the transducer was level with the topmost
temperature sensor.
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Figure 35: In-channel instrumentation. a) Sketch of overall setup with 8 sensor rods in the channel, and two
cameras on the banks. b) Sensor rod assembly in PVC piping.
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Figure 36: Pressure transducer installation at rods #1 and #6. The pressure transducer was oriented such that the
measurement depth was level with the uppermost temperature sensor.

First, we performed a rough assessment of soil properties at each gabion to determine
which gabion to instrument. At several locations and depths across the channel upstream of
gabions 3 and 4, which were initially proposed for instrumentation, we measured saturated
hydraulic conductivity with a borehole permeameter and took soil samples to determine dry
bulk density and porosity (see Table 5). Data and sample calculations are included in
Appendix II. We eventually decided to instrument gabion #2 instead, in order to maximize
the chances of flow events reaching our instrumentation without being so powerful as to
tear it out.
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Ksat
[m/s]
Porosity
[-]
Dry bulk density
[g/cm3]

Gabion #3
Gabion #4
North bank South bank North bank Center (mean) South bank (mean) Mean
too high to
measure
1.27E-04
6.68E-05
2.09E-05
3.00E-05
6.11E-05
0.52

0.50

n/a

0.68

0.66

0.59

1.31

1.36

n/a

0.88

0.92

1.12

Table 5: Soil properties in Vaughn Canyon

We installed five wildlife cameras (Bushnell, Overland Park, KS, USA, model #:
119736C) at intervals along the channel banks, synchronized to take a photo every five
minutes. The cameras recorded the timing and intensity of precipitation, the presence,
duration, and extent of flow and ponding, and general site conditions (see Figure 34).
At gabion #2, we installed 5 sensor rods immediately upstream and 3 sensor rods
immediately downstream. Each sensor rod consisted of a PVC housing slightly longer than 1
m, with a removable rod holding four temperature sensors (iButton model#: DS19922L-F5)
located at 0 m, 0.25 m, 0.50 m, and 1.0 m below the streambed surface, all synchronized with
each other and with the cameras to take a reading every 5 minutes. We also installed a
barometric pressure sensor (Solinst barologger, Georgetown, ON, Canada) on the channel
bank, and two pressure transducers (Solinst levelogger) in the channelbed, one upstream
next to sensor rod #1 and one downstream next to sensor rod #2 (see Figure 35 and Figure
34).
Between gabions #1 and #2, we installed 2 additional temperature sensor rods (rods #9
and #10, in view of camera #5), to compare the behavior of the channel immediately
adjacent to the gabions with a section of channel not directly influenced by the gabions.
Finally, we used precipitation data from the citizen science site rainlog.org, which posts
daily precipitation records from a network of rain gauges across Arizona. The closest to
Vaughn Canyon, gauge #5711, is located approximately 3 miles to the south, on the
Appleton-Whittell Research Ranch.
Rainfall, pressure, and temperature data
Two flow events occurred during the study period, one on the evening of August 20th,
and the second on the evening of August 26th, each lasting under 7 hours. Both occurred
after heavy rainfall upstream (see Figure 37), and were recorded by the pressure transducers
(see Figure 38). The effect of a flow event and its associated infiltration pulse is also
immediately visible in the temperature signal as an abrupt deviation from the otherwise
regular sinusoid (see arrows on Figure 39). This corresponds to a pulse of cold rainwater
suddenly decreasing the temperature.
The temperature signal also responded to the deposition and removal of streambed
sediments associated with the flow events. Upstream, the signal was dampened by
deposition, while downstream, the deeper sensors were exposed and recorded signals more
closely resembling the surface signal (see Figure 40 and Figure 41). Similarly, the pressure
transducer downstream was exposed, while the transducer upstream was buried. The
downstream transducer and temperature sensor rod were re-sunk to be level with the ground
surface, but the upstream sensor was left in place and re-excavated for each subsequent data
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collection trip. The pressure transducer records therefore deviate from one another more
after the flow events (see Figure 38).

Figure 37: Precipitation records over the study period. Data from the nearest rain gauge, ~3 mi to the south, from
rainlog.org

Figure 38: Stage in Vaughn Canyon over the study period. Transducers were installed immediately upstream and
downstream of gabion #2 and were barometrically compensated. Small diurnal fluctuations (under 0.2 m) are
instrumental error and should be read as zero. After the first flow event, the upstream sensor was buried by ~5 cm
of sediment, while the downstream sensor was exposed by ~50 cm and then re-sunk to be flush with the ground
surface, resulting in slight discrepancies between the upstream & downstream records. Note the two spikes
corresponding to the two flow events.
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Figure 39: Temperature record for sensor rod #5 (upstream of gabion #2), during the two flow events, one on
August 20th and one on August 26th.

Figure 40: Upstream signal dampening due to sediment deposition after flow events.

Figure 41: Downstream amplification of temperature signal due to scouring after flow events. This type of data
may be useful in estimating changes in the level of the streambed over time.
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Photo & rainfall data
On several occasions, the sinusoidal daily temperature record showed deviations not
correlated to flow events, which were at first glance challenging to interpret. On these
occasions, the photos taken at the time of the deviations proved extremely useful.
The rapid temperature variations in the surface signal during the daytime proved to be a
result of alternating direct sunlight and cloud cover (see Figure 42). During the night, the
surface signal more closely resembled a sinusoid, without the rapid variations seen during the
daytime. In some cases, the cameras recorded precipitation when the rain gauge a few miles
away did not, which also affected the signal, and highlighted the high spatial variability of
rainfall.
The cameras also allowed us to pinpoint the exact onset of flow and (somewhat less
precisely) the cessation of ponding both upstream and downstream of the gabion (see Figure
43 and Figure 44).

Show several rods.
Figure 42: Effect
cover
on temperature data.
Tableofofcloud
ponded
times.
b) Photo records showing flow, sedimentation, ponded time upstream/downstream

Figure 08/20 flow time sequence
Figure 43: Sequence of key photos from flow event on 08/20/2016.
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Figure 44: Sequence of key photos from flow event on 08/26/2015.

08/26 flow time sequence

Flow duration estimates based on photo data in Figure 43 and Figure 44 were made by
c) Rainfall
& stage records
from rainlog.org
transducers:
noting the height of water
at each timestep
(5 minutes)
in referenceand
to pressure
the gabion,
to various
bushes and plants, and to exposed portions of the sensor rods (see Table 6 and Table 7).
This approach yielded an end of flow time of 10:50 PM for the first flow.
08/20
Onset
Stage stops dropping
upstream
Stage stops dropping
downstream

Camera 2A
6:10 PM
9:40 PM

Camera 2B
6:10 PM
10:50 PM (more accurate)

10:35 PM

Can’t tell

Table 6: Onset and duration of the first flow event based on photo data. Upstream of the gabion, flow lasted 4:40
hrs, while downstream flow lasted 4:25 hrs. Flow persisted upstream for 15 minutes longer than downstream.

08/26
Onset
Stage stops dropping
upstream
Stage stops dropping
downstream

Camera 2A
9:05 PM
11:35 PM

Camera 2B
9:05 PM
Can’t tell

00:10 AM

2:15 AM (more accurate)

Table 7: Onset and duration of the second flow event based on photo data. Upstream of the gabion, flow lasted
5:10 hrs, while downstream flow lasted 2:30 hrs. Flow persisted upstream for 2:40 hrs longer than downstream.
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The method developed by Blasch et al. (2004) for determining the timing of flow events
based on the moving standard deviation is subject to higher uncertainty for shorter flows
(~4 hours or less), and when the stream channel experiences precipitation and/or scour. The
abrupt temperature changes caused by weather fronts and the change in sensor depth
relative to the streambed surface caused by scour both create signals that resemble flow
onset. In Vaughn Canyon, short flows, scour, and in the case of flow #2, precipitation, make
it difficult to apply this method. We also were most concerned with constraining the flow
cessation time, rather than the onset time (which is easily identified from camera data). The
moving standard deviation method is subject to higher uncertainty in identifying flow
cessation, because the transition from advective to conductive heat transport occurs more
gradually. This makes it less well-suited to our needs.
We instead attempted to estimate flow cessation in two other ways: first, using the same
approach as Coes & Pool (2005), based on the average time of the lowest inflection point of
the temperature data, and second, based on the pressure transducer data for water depth (see
Figure 45). We found that the inflection point in fact corresponded more closely to sunrise,
at 6:05 AM, than to the end of flow. The pressure transducer data could be interpreted in
one of two ways. Given that during dry periods, the height of water (which should equal
zero) fluctuates between ±0.2 m, if 0.2 m is used as the zero value, end of flow occurs at
10:15 PM, close to the camera estimate. If zero is used as the zero value, end of flow occurs
at 3:00 AM, significantly later. We chose to use the flow duration estimates from the camera
data, because it appeared to be the most reliable.

Figure 45: Comparison of different methods of estimating the end of flow times upstream of gabion #2. The time
can be estimated from the lowest inflection point on temperature records, from the pressure transducer data (with
either a 0.2m or a 0m ponded depth cutoff point), or from camera data. The camera data appears to be the most
reliable.

Results
TempPro analysis
The equations describing heat and fluid transport (Equation 1, Equation 2, and Equation
3) are the basis for a number of numerical models, which solve coupled groundwater flow
and heat transport problems iteratively. For this study, we use VS2DH, a finite difference
model created by the USGS. It can be run through 1DTempPro, a graphical user interface
(GUI) also published by the USGS (Koch et al. 2015). VS2DH assumes a constant density
fluid, but allows the viscosity (and therefore the hydraulic conductivity) to vary with
temperature (see Equation 14) (Anderson 2005). In the case of flow in an ephemeral stream
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channel, streambed sediments are saturated for the majority of surface flow duration, despite
a brief initial period of unsaturated infiltration occuring at the onset of a streamflow event.
VS2DH is designed to handle one and two dimensions, and both saturated and unsaturated
conditions, but the 1DTempPro interface only allows analysis of one-dimensional saturated
flow, which is sufficient for the purposes of this study.
Given temperature time-series at multiple fixed depths, and estimates of soil properties
based on direct measurements, TempPro can predict the vertical infiltration flux and can
estimate the vertical hydraulic conductivity if the hydraulic head is known (see Figure 46).
The other soil parameters that flux and conductivity estimates are based on (porosity,
thermal conductivity, sediment heat capacity) can also be estimated one at a time, but this
approach may yield high-uncertainty results if the parameters are correlated. It is therefore
preferable to obtain these parameter values through direct measurement, to increase the
certainty of the resulting flux and conductivity estimates (Koch et al. 2015).
𝐾=

𝑘𝑔𝜌!
𝜇!

Equation 14: Temperature dependence of hydraulic conductivity K [ms-1]. K is a function of the fluid density ρ f
[kg⋅m-3] and the fluid viscosity µ f [kg⋅m-1⋅sec-1], both of which are temperature-dependent. k is the permeability
of the medium [m2], and g is gravitational acceleration [m⋅sec-2].

Figure 46: Summary of 1DTempPro process. (a) A schematic of data collection including a temperature probe
with four sensors (colored dots) and a pair of piezometers, installed in a 3-layer streambed; (b) measurements of
temperature (T), head difference (Δh = h1 ‒ h2) or q forcing for boundary conditions; (c) numerical model
consisting of a single column of fully saturated finite-difference cells with layer-dependent properties; (d)
comparison of modeled and observed data; and (e) optional automated parameter-estimation procedure, which
involves minimizing the sum of the squared errors (SSE) by iteratively updating a selected system parameter and
rerunning the model (Koch et al. 2015).
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Based on the camera and pressure transducer data, we defined two periods of flow to
analyze in 1DTempPro (described on p. 22). We then further narrowed our focus to the first
flow period, in order to avoid the effects of scouring and sediment deposition that altered
the temperature signals for the second flow. Scouring altered the amplitude of the
temperature signal at depth so dramatically that attempts to analyze the data in 1DTempPro
were unsuccessful, because the model was not able to converge on a solution (see Figure 41).
Future work should examine this effect, because it may be useful in predicting the amount of
sediment deposition or scouring.
In order to solve for the infiltration flux in 1DTempPro, we needed records of
temperature over time at the streambed surface and at several depths, which we obtained by
cropping the iButton data (see Figure 39) to the window defined by the photo data (see
Table 6).
We also needed estimates of the following soil parameters: porosity, thermal
conductivity, heat capacity, and dispersivity. Porosity is the volumetric ratio of pore space to
total volume in a soil, expressed as cm3 pore space per cm3 total volume, and is therefore
unitless. Thermal conductivity is the quantity of heat transmitted in a unit time through a
unit cross-sectional area under a unit temperature gradient, expressed as W⋅m-1ºC-1. The
volumetric heat capacity of a sediment is the quantity of heat required to raise a unit volume
of sediment 1°C, expressed in J⋅m-3ºC-1. It is the product of the heat capacity per unit mass
and the sediment density (Lapham 1989, Koch et al. 2015). The dispersivity is a property of
the porous medium, amalgamating several complex molecular-scale processes including
velocity variation within pore spaces, and essentially correcting for non-average behavior. It
is obtained by fitting the advection-dispersion equation to data from solute transport
experiments, and is expressed in m (Appelo & Postma 2005, Hatch et al. 2006).
These properties can be measured by taking soil samples and using a probe such as a
KD2-Pro (Decagon Devices, Pullman, WA) or other similar instruments. However, due to
the time constraints previously mentioned, we did not do a trial run of using TempPro to
analyze data from the West Campus Agricultural Center, and therefore did not realize that
these parameters needed to be directly measured, and subsequently failed to collect samples
at the gabion under study. We therefore used parameter values estimated from established
relationships between each unknown parameter, and direct measurements of the dry and
saturated wet bulk densities of the sediment only (Lapham 1989).
We assumed that the dry and saturated wet bulk densities of the sediment would be
roughly the same at each gabion. We then used an average of the values measured at gabions
#3 and #4 (see Table 5), giving a dry bulk density value of 1.114 g/cm3, which is just outside
the expected range described by Lapham. The saturated wet bulk density value we assigned
as 1.6 g/cm3 based on the reasonable range for fine-grained sediments suggested by Lapham.
The porosity is equal to the difference between the saturated wet bulk density and the dry
bulk density, divided by the density of water (1 g/cm3), so in this case 0.486.
Based on the dry bulk density, the thermal conductivity of the sediment should be
approximately 0.00225 cal⋅sec-1⋅cm-1⋅ºC-1 (Lapham 1989 Figure 2A), which is equivalent to
0.9414 W⋅m-1⋅ºC-1 (the units used in 1DTempPro). The volumetric heat capacity should be
approximately 0.80 cal⋅cm-3⋅ºC-1 (Lapham 1989 Figure 2B), or 3.36e6 J⋅m-3⋅ºC-1.
The dispersivity we left at the default value of 0.01 m, based on Lien & Ford’s 2014
review and conclusion that the effect of neglecting thermal dispersivity is negligible,
particularly at low infiltration fluxes.
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Variable in TempPro
K
psi_s
lambda_e
c_s
alpha
∆h
q

Description and units
-1
Hydraulic conductivity [ms ]
Porosity [-]
-1 -1
Thermal conductivity [W⋅m ºC ]
-3 -1
Sediment heat capacity [J⋅m ºC ]
Dispersitivity [m]
Head difference between topmost and lowermost temp. sensors [m]
-1
Water flux [ms ]

Value
0.486
0.9414
3.36e6
0.01
1
-

Table 8: Starting values for q and K calculation in 1DTempPro.

We continue to assume a unit hydraulic gradient such that the infiltration flux qinf is equal
to the hydraulic conductivity Ksat, and is constant over the duration of ponding. Since our
uppermost and lowermost temperature sensors are 1 m apart, a head difference of 1 m
results in a unit gradient.
In 1DTempPro, we first tested the effect of varying each parameter individually within
the range suggested by Lapham 1989 (see Table 9). Varying the starting point for estimating
the hydraulic conductivity had no effect. Varying the porosity, thermal conductivity, and
sediment heat capacity had small effects on the predicted Ksat, between 1e-6 and 1e-7 m/s.
We then estimated the hydraulic conductivity with the parameter values in Table 8, and
took the resulting Ksat value to be the infiltration flux at that point (see Figure 47 and Table
10). We repeated this analysis for each temperature sensor rod (#1-7, because #8 was swept
away). However, the accuracy of these results is somewhat dependent on the soil parameters
chosen, as shown above. The downstream sensor rods were also exposed significantly,
which appears to have influenced the temperature signal and decreased the ability of
1DTempPro to fit a curve to the data (see Figure 48).
Parameter

Range

Effect on K estimate [m/s]

n

Porosity [-]

0.25 to 0.65

±4e-7

lambda_e

Thermal conductivity at saturation [W/mC]

0.84 to 2.1

±1e-7

c_s

Sediment heat capacity [J/m3C]

2.52e6 to 3.57e5

+1e-6, -3e-7

alpha

Dispersivity [m]

n/a

n/a

∆h

Head difference [m]

n/a

n/a

K

Initial hydraulic conductivity [m/s]

5e-6 to 5e-4

0

Table 9: Effect of varying soil parameters on estimated K values.
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Figure 47: Screenshot of initial setup for Ksat estimation in 1DTempPro.

Rod #

Ksat [m/s]

1

1.49E-05

2

7.76E-06

3

1.38E-05

4

1.25E-05

5

7.06E-06

6

1.22E-04

7

3.00E-05

8

no data

Table 10: 1DTempPro hydraulic conductivity estimates.
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Figure 48: Data (dots) and fitted curve for a) sensor rod #1 (upstream) and b) #7 (downstream). Note the
irregularity of the temperature signal, which may be due to scouring and the sensors being exposed. The dotted
lines indicate data recorded by iButtons, while the solid lines indicate 1DTempPro’s predicted fit.

The fitted curves predicted by 1DTempPro (see Figure 48) do not match the data well at
the beginning of the flow event, but are slightly closer towards the end. The figure shows
one upstream and one downstream example, representative of the patterns seen at each
sensor rod. The model predicts that the sudden drop in temperature corresponding to the
onset of flow appears later and more gradually at depth than it actually does in the field data.
This could be in part because the soil is still unsaturated at the beginning of the flow
event, but we would expect that after the first few minutes, it would reach saturation.
However, the misfit persists for several hours, requiring another explanation. One possibility
is that the level of the streambed was changing over the course of the flow event, so that the
sensor depths TempPro was estimating based on were inaccurate. Upstream, there was only
a small amount of deposition (~0-10 cm), but downstream there was 50-75 cm of scour,
which exposed at least the upper two temperature sensors in rods #6 and #7. This may
explain the misfit in Figure 48b, which is for rod #7. Figure 48a, for rod #1, shows that the
model was able to fit the deepest temperature record (yellow line), but had more difficulty
with the 25 cm record (blue line). Perhaps the fit would improve if we were better able to
estimate the other soil parameters, or perhaps there are layers of sediment in the streambed,
such that our assumption of uniform vertical soil properties does not hold. Despite the
misfit, we did obtain hydraulic conductivity and point infiltration flux values for each sensor
rod, which we then used for further calculations.
Infiltration volume calculations
Once the point hydraulic conductivities (which we equate to infiltration flux) were
estimated in 1DTempPro, we plotted the resulting values in order to examine the spatial
distribution of Ksat in the channel (see Figure 49). We did not collect borehole permeameter
measurements of Ksat at this gabion, but the average value of Ksat from borehole
permeameter measurements at gabions #3 and #4 was 5.48e-5 m/s. The predicted Ksat
values based on temperature methods range from 7.06e-6 to 1.22e-4, with an average value
of 2.97e-5 m/s. If only the upstream estimates are considered, the average Ksat is 1.12e-5
m/s.
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Figure 49: Calculated Ksat values at each sensor rod and location, and corresponding sketch of possible Ksat
zones.

If a single, arithmetic average Ksat value is assumed to apply for the area shown in Figure
1, the total infiltration volume for a flow event can be calculated easily using the qA
approach. Alternatively, it could be possible to describe an area-weighted infiltration flux
based on the measured K distribution, However, the spatial distribution of Ksat shown in
Figure 49 is approximate, potentially introducing errors into a single area-weighted value. To
capture the range of possible results, three different scenarios were calculated with different
infiltration fluxes: the maximum, minimum, and upstream area-weighted average values.
The ponded surface area through time is estimated from photographs. Specifically, I
visually estimated the width and multiplied it by the estimated upstream length of channel
influenced by the gabion. The width was found by overlaying guidelines onto the time-lapse
photos of the flow event, and estimating the maximum width of ponding (see Figure 51).
The width estimates were therefore subject to high uncertainty, particularly after dark due to
poor nighttime image quality. Three different scenarios were generated for the ponded
width to account for this uncertainty: maximum, minimum, and best estimated width.
Similarly, several scenarios were generated for the length of channel affected by the gabion:
maximum (the entire distance between the gabion under study and the next gabion
upstream), minimum (the distance of the farthest upstream temperature sensor rod), and
three intermediate lengths.
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Figure 50: Example of guidelines overlaid onto photographs of a flow event in order to estimate the ponded
width. The lines are based on measurements of the length of the gabion and its steps.
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Figure 51: Range of scenarios for infiltration flux, ponded width, ponded length, and ponded width outside the
gabion’s area of influence.

The total infiltration volume in the gabion’s area of influence is then equal to the area
under the infiltration flow curve (Qinf = l· w· qinf at each timestep) (see Figure 52). The
results shown in Figure 52, Figure 53, and Figure 54 apply to a single flow event with a
duration of approximately 5 hours, over the channel reach immediately upstream of the
gabion. To find the total infiltration volume in the entire channel reach between two
gabions, the ponded width outside the gabion’s area of influence is needed. Once again,
multiple scenarios were generated: maximum (equal to the ponded width near the gabion),
minimum (50% of the channel width), and three intermediate values. The total infiltrated
volume between the two gabions is then equal to the infiltrated volume within the gabion’s
area of influence added to the infiltrated volume outside the gabion’s area of influence.
Based on these scenarios, the infiltrated volume could be as high as 18.8 m3 or as low as
0.36 m3, but is most likely to be 0.81 m3.
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Figure 52: Post-gabion construction range of scenarios for the infiltration flow Qinf immediately upstream of the
gabion. The infiltration volume Vinf is the area under each curve.

To quantify the effect of gabion installation on infiltrated volume, the pre-gabion
infiltration must be known. The two sensor rods (#9 and #10) and the camera (#5)
between gabions #1 and #2 were meant to provide infiltration estimates outside the
immediate surroundings of the gabion, but because of installation delays, they were not yet
in the channel when the first flow occurred. Instead, we can estimate the non-gabioninfluenced infiltration by looking at camera data showing the duration and width of flow
downstream of the gabion, and applying the same average infiltration flux as upstream. This
approach does not truly reflect flow in a channel without gabions, but it can serve as a first
approximation. With no gabion, the flow duration would also most likely be even shorter
than it is downstream of a gabion. Another approach is to assume that the wetted width
with no gabion is equal to some portion of the width of the bottom part of the channel that
consists of coarser, unvegetated sediment. This is the lowest width that we would expect.
Several synthetic datasets were developed to describe the possible wetted width with no
gabion, with scenarios ranging from the lowest estimate (based on channel width) to the
highest estimate (if gabions had no effect and the pre-gabion width were the same as the
width with gabions),. The most simplified of these datasets simply decrease linearly from a
maximum width (see Figure 53).
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Figure 53: Pre-gabion construction range of scenarios for the infiltration flow Qinf. The total infiltrated volume Vinf
for each of these scenarios is the area under the curve.

To understand the uncertainty of infiltration flux and ponded area estimates, 225
different combinations of qinf, w, l, and wng were used to generate possible pre- and postinstallation infiltration volumes (see Appendix III for full data table). The percent increase
was then calculated for each scenario, and the most plausible combination selected: the best
estimate of ponded width, the mean infiltration flux, a ponded length of 25 m, and a nogabion width of 75% of the channel floor width (see Figure 54). Based on this analysis, a
single gabion could have increased the total infiltrated volume in the channel reach between
it and the next gabion by as much as 255% or as little as 0%, but the most likely scenario is
a 10.8% increase.
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Figure 54: Range of estimates for the increase in infiltrated volume between two gabions during a flow event.
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If the most likely scenario is chosen, and if each of the five gabions in the channel had a
similar effect, the total infiltrated volume in the channel reach between the first and last
gabion would be 4.05 m3, or over 1000 gallons. However, because these calculations are
based in part on synthetic data (the estimates of pre-gabion ponded area), they may not be
realistic. Field data to quantify the infiltration volume before gabion installation would be
necessary to evaluate the real impact of gabions in the stream channel. These values would
also be more reliable if there were a known relationship between the ponded surface area
and the ponded depth at the gabion, so that we could compare the estimates from the qA
approach to an estimate by the dV/dt method. We also do not have usable data for more
than one flow, so we cannot compare estimates across multiple flows.

Discussion
Revised conceptual models
After reviewing the temperature, pressure transducer, and photo data, as described
above, we observed different patterns of behavior than expected. Most noticeably, water did
not pond up behind the gabion as we had imagined: instead, it flowed over and through the
gabion, with only a slight difference in ponded width and duration of ponding upstream vs.
downstream, and an overall much shorter duration than expected (see Figure 55 and Figure
56). This means that surface outflow is a much more important factor than we had initially
expected. The existing literature describing gabions focuses on channel or watershed-scale
effects rather than on local flow patterns around a single gabion, so it is difficult to know if
this behavior is typical. It would have been useful to install one or two wildlife cameras for a
season to observe flow and ponding patterns before instrumenting the site with temperature
sensors – this would have allowed us to adapt our design to the observed conditions in the
channel.
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Figure 55: Observed pattern of ponding and drainage around a gabion, based on (somewhat blurry) photo data.

Figure 56: Flow duration upstream (based on pressure transducers) as we initially expected compared to what
was actually observed.

We did see sediment deposition upstream as expected, but there was a great deal of
downstream scouring that we had not anticipated – the gabions are fitted with rock aprons
to prevent just such an occurrence (see Figure 57). Based on this observation, there is some
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uncertainty as to whether the gabions will in fact decrease the gradient of the channelbed as
initially expected (see Figure 58).

Figure 57: Upstream vs. downstream changes in channel morphology after a first flow event.

Figure 58: Longitudinal cross-section of a stream channel with three gabions, showing upstream deposition and
downstream erosion. Over time, the incised areas could be filled with sediment backing up from the next gabion,
or they could become more deeply excavated.
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Methodological lessons
In terms of methodology, we found that the wildlife cameras were useful far beyond
their intended purpose. When we encountered temperature records that were difficult to
interpret, as described previously, the cameras often were able to provide information
explaining the anomaly. A few examples include indicating the presence of snow and fog,
which resulted in unusual temperature signals, clarifying the exact timing & intensity of
precipitation, which
the rain
gauge data was not precise enough to do, and recording
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image quality. Light-colored or reflective graduated markers (like staff plates, but consisting
of a simple metal rod with white or reflective tape at regular intervals, sunk ~1 m into
streambed sediments) could also be installed in the streambed and along the gabion. This
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would provide reference points from which to identify the ponded surface area, or perhaps
only the ponded width, since water seemed to drain laterally (see Figure 55). This width
could then be multiplied by a fixed length upstream and downstream of the gabion (similar
to the approach in Coes & Pool 2005).
Other methodological points of note center on the use of iButtons in PVC housing. The
housing worked quite well, although a few of the inner PVC rods broke and the bottom
halves became stuck. This could be easily solved by using wood or another solid thermally
nonconducting material for the inner rod and placing the iButtons vertically instead of
horizontally (see Figure 60). One rod also leaked and filled with water, but the iButtons,
despite being advertised as not waterproof, continued logging with no problems, so
precautions against getting the loggers wet may not need to be as thorough as we had
expected.

Figure 60: iButton housing setup for future studies.

Finally, during our analysis, we found that having just a few more direct measurements
would have greatly increased our ability to interpret temperature records, particularly with
respect to soil properties. It would be useful to take soil cores from the site of each
temperature sensor rod to obtain better estimates of soil thermal parameters and to see if
they varied spatially.

Future Work
This study was designed as a test and proof of concept for methods of monitoring
infiltration fluxes around gabions in remote locations with limited instrumentation. Work on
the basin at the West Campus Agricultural Center was intended as a preliminary step, to
work out kinks in our conceptual model and data collection approach before attempting to
instrument Vaughn Canyon. Due to time constraints, we instead overlapped data collection
at the two sites, and were not able to benefit fully from the test basin analysis when
instrumenting the channel.
Had we been able to complete this analysis beforehand, we would have appreciated the
importance of knowing soil parameters for the temperature analysis, and would have taken
and analyzed more soil samples at Vaughn Canyon. We also would have had a better
understanding of the relationship between zones of different hydraulic conductivity and the
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ponded surface area over time, and might have chosen to map out hydraulic conductivity via
borehole permeater tests before choosing locations for the temperature sensor rods.
We would also have benefited from installing wildlife cameras in the channel for a
season before designing our instrumentation. This would have given us a better
understanding of the dynamics in the field and the behavior of the gabions during flow
events. It would have had the additional benefit of highlighting the importance of improving
the nighttime camera imagery.

Improving estimates of infiltrated volume
In order to obtain a better estimate of total infiltrated volume for each flow event, we
would like to improve our estimates of point infiltration fluxes, of the spatial distribution of
those fluxes, and of the ponded surface area over time. The same principles and equations
used to calculate qweighted in the simple case of the West Campus Agricultural Center (see p.
25, Equation 4, Equation 5, and Equation 6) could be applied to the stream channel if one
of two potential additional pieces of information were available:
1. In order to calculate Qinf at each timestep using Equation 4 (qA approach), it would
be necessary to assign K zones based on the point infiltration flux values calculated
from 1DTempPro. Better records of ponded surface area over time would alse be
useful.
or:
2. In order to calculate Qinf using Equation 5 (dV/dt approach), it would be necessary
to survey the channel in order to establish a relationship (like Equation 5 Part 2)
between an easily measured quantity (such as stream stage) and ponded volume.
This relationship is necessary because records of ponded surface area are influenced
by topography, and cannot be used alone to define K zones (as described on p.22).
The channel would need to be re-surveyed after every flow event because of the
high variability in where deposition and scour occur (this is becoming more and
more possible thanks to the decreasing cost of drones).
Because we did not have enough detailed information, we did not undertake this
analysis, but the next step would be to determine one (or preferably both) of the unknowns
described above. We would need to survey the channel and map K zones and/or calculate a
stage-volume relationship we could use to find Qinf and Kweighted at each timestep.
It is important to note that each of these two approaches to calculating Qinf has
drawbacks, and that it would therefore be helpful to undertake both and to compare the
results (they should be equal to each other in theory but may not be in practice).
When using the dV/dt approach to calculating Qinf (Equation 5), one difficulty is that the
stage-ponded volume relationship may be quite complex, and is likely to change rapidly over
time. This would necessitate surveying the channel after every flow event, and the change in
volume at each timestep would be difficult to calculate accurately. Another major source of
error is that in a channel, unlike in the control basin, outflow occurs both as infiltration and
as downstream surface flow, such that the change in volume at each timestep cannot be
assumed to equal the infiltrated volume at that timestep. The surface outflow needs to be
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quantified and subtracted from the change in volume in order for the resulting Kweighted to be
realistic.
When using the qA approach to calculating Qinf (Equation 4), both of these problems are
avoided because q is being calculated directly from temperature time-series rather than
relying on changes in ponded volume. However, it does require defining K zones, which we
had hoped could be identified from slope breaks in plots of ponded area over time.
However, as seen in Figure 29 showing ponded area over time as the control basin drains,
even under ideal conditions there is not always a clear slope break corresponding to the
boundary between zones of different Ksat. The K zones would also be identifiable only if
their boundaries corresponded somewhat with contour lines – if the zones were
perpendicular to contour lines, there would be little to no effect on the drainage rate over
time because the area-weighted K would remain constant. In-channel, where conditions are
much more complex and slope breaks are not exclusively linked to spatial variation in Ksat,
mapping the boundaries between zones of different hydraulic conductivity would be
extremely difficult. This approach might therefore require a denser network of temperature
sensor rods, and assumptions about zone boundaries could introduce more uncertainty. The
accuracy of the calculated infiltration volume would also be improved if we could refine our
estimates of ponded surface area over time by improving the quality of the camera data.
One approach would be to deploy a network of contact resistance probes to provide
additional records of when a location is wetted or dry. The uncertainty associated with
estimates of infiltration volume could therefore be decreased by refining both estimates of q
as a function of location, and ponded area as a funcion of time.
Once the total infiltration volume was calculated with less uncertainty, we could apply
the same techniques to a location outside the immediate influence of the gabion. This
approach, which we had originally hoped to use (with sensor rods #9 and #10), would
allow us to quantify the differences between infiltration near a gabion and infiltration in an
untreated section of channel.
Additionally, it is likely that combined effect of multiple gabions is more complex than
simply the sum of each individual gabion’s influence. We expect that each gabion has some
threshold flow rate below which water would pond but not flow out downstream. If this
threshold is not reached, downstream gabions would have no effect. Conversely, if each
gabion increases the duration of ponding and the duration of subsequent downstream
release, gabions in series could have a multiplying effect on total ponding duration. We
would then have a better understanding of the effects of gabion construction on infiltration
and recharge over an entire channel reach rather than around a single gabion.

Future questions
In order to understand the effects of gabions on the hydrologic system, particularly at
the watershed scale, the methods described in this study would need to be improved based
on the suggestions above, and applied over many more sites and over several years. Because
gabions alter the vegetation and the channel morphology of streams, and because they are
intended to function over a period of many years, it is important to monitor their effects
over time, and to compare the evolution of channels with and without gabions.
For example, do the infiltration fluxes upstream of gabions decrease over time as the
channel silts up? If the channel has filled to the top of the gabion and a new gabion is built
above the older one, does the infiltration flux increase again? How does the spacing and
number of gabions in a channel affect the infiltration flux? What is the cumulative effect of
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all the gabions in a channel or in a watershed on infiltration fluxes? On the duration of
surface flow? Etc.
Future work should also examine the effects of scouring and sediment deposition on
temperature records. Although in this study scouring rendered the data from the second
flow unusable for our purposes, it may be useful in other contexts. The amplitude of the
temperature signal at depth increased when overlying sediment was removed, and decreased
when more sediment was deposited. These increases and decreases, if monitored over time,
could track sediment accumulation and removal in the streambed. This would be useful in
monitoring rapid changes in streambed morphology over the course of a flow event, for
example. In arid and semi-arid regions where such rapid changes are common, records of
the channel morphology could potentially improve discharge estimates during flow events.

Conclusions
This thesis aimed to develop and test low-cost methods for easily quantifying the total
infiltration and recharge induced by gabion construction in ephemeral stream channels. We
built on existing methods using heat as a tracer of streambed water exchanges, which yield
estimates of point infiltration fluxes through near-surface (1 m) streambed sediments. In
order to calculate the total infiltration volume over the duration of a flow event, we
attempted to upscale these point infiltration fluxes using records of the ponded surface area
over time in the area surrounding a gabion. We used time-lapse photography from game
cameras installed on the channel banks to capture the onset, duration, and extent of
ponding.
Prior to and overlapping with our work in stream channels, we created a simplified
physical model in which to explore the relationship between ponded surface area, point
infiltration fluxes, and the spatial distribution of hydraulic conductivity (K) in the underlying
sediments. We found that in this simplified infiltration basin, drainage curves of ponded
surface area over time could be used to predict the spatial distribution of hydraulic
conductivity, based on slope breaks in the curve. This method required certain conditions
and assumptions: vertical infiltration only, under a unit hydraulic gradient where the
infiltration flux is equal to the hydraulic conductivity, and boundaries between zones of
different K that are roughly parallel to the contour lines of the basin floor. The hydraulic
conductivities across zones needed to differ by a factor of at least 4 in order for slope breaks
to be visible, and very high hydraulic conductivities were difficult to predict because the
basin drained too quickly. Once the K values and the area of the basin floor to which they
applied were known, we were able to calculate the infiltration flow at each timestep, and then
the total infiltration volume as the basin drained.
The process used in the test basin cannot be directly applied to a stream channel, where
conditions are more complex. In order to estimate the total infiltration volume in the
channel, we determined the hydraulic conductivity of streambed sediments from
temperature time-series rather than from the slope of the ponded area over time curve. We
found that estimates of point infiltration fluxes from temperature data were subject to error
because of deposition and scour during flow events, and the values we obtained varied
spatially across the channel. For the purposes of this study, we modeled a range of averaged
infiltration flux values, which we applied to the entire ponded surface area upstream of the
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gabion in a range of ponding scenarios. Based on these scenarios, the infiltrated volume
could be as high as 18.8 m3 or as low as 0.36 m3, but is most likely to be 0.81 m3.
In order to evaluate the influence of the gabion on infiltration, we created synthetic
datasets representing a range of estimated total infiltration volumes prior to gabion
installation, then compared each of our post-gabion volume estimates to each of the pregabion volume estimates, for a total of 225 different possible scenarios. The percent
increase was then calculated for each scenario, and the most plausible combination selected:
the best estimate of ponded width, the mean infiltration flux, a ponded length of 25 m, and
a no-gabion width of 75% of the channel floor width (see Figure 54). Based on this analysis,
a single gabion could have increased the total infiltrated volume in the channel reach
between it and the next gabion by as much as 255% or as little as 0%, but the most likely
scenario is a 10.8% increase. However, the synthetic pre-gabion data used to generate these
estimates is subject to high uncertainty, and it would be more accurate to measure
infiltration in a non-influenced section of the channel rather than attempting to estimate it.
Future work should take into account the spatial variation in infiltration fluxes across the
channelbed, and would benefit from more precise records of ponded surface area than we
were able to achieve with wildlife cameras. However, the cameras were invaluable in
understanding the dynamics of a remote field site, and in interpreting our temperature data.
They would have been even more useful had we installed them a year or a season before
instrumenting the channel. Finally, although the deposition and scour in the streambed made
it difficult to extract infiltration fluxes from our temperature data, the temperature signal’s
strong response to these processes calls for further study. It is possible that temperature
records could be used to track changes in channel morphology over time.
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Appendices
Appendix I: MATLAB script for synthetic data generation
Main Script
%% Generate synthetic data from “true” parameter values
% Calls the function Calc_vals:
%[L,A,V,z] = v11c_Calc_vals(K1,K2,Abreak);
% Set time
dt = 300;
%Timestep (seconds)
to = 0;
%Start time (seconds)
tend = 11400; %End time (seconds)
tvals = to:dt:tend; %set of times for which to run calculations (from
to to tend, with increments dt)
%% Assign values to paramater matrix
numpars=500; %Number of true parameter values to use
ParGenFlag = 0;
%flag to determine whether:
%new Pars are generated with LHS(0)
%saved LHS Pars are loaded (1)
if ParGenFlag==0;
%Generate parameter values to try using Latin Hypercube Sampling
lb = [10e-7 10e-7 0]; % lower bound for K1, K2, Abreak
ub = [5e-4 5e-4 4.6]; % upper bound
xn = lhsdesign(numpars,3,'criterion','correlation'); % generate
Latin Hypercube Sampling design: 100 values for 3 parameters
Pars = bsxfun(@plus,lb,bsxfun(@times,xn,(ub-lb))); %changes range
trueK1 = Pars(:,1);
trueK2 = Pars(:,2);
trueAbreak = Pars(:,3);

%picks out K1
%K2
%zbreak

%Save newly generated parameters
save('trueK1file.txt','trueK1','-ascii');
save('trueAbreakfile.txt','trueAbreak','-ascii');
save('trueK2file.txt','trueK2','-ascii');
disp('Generation method: LHS');
else
%Load saved
Pars(:,1) =
Pars(:,3) =
Pars(:,2) =

parameter values
load('trueK1file.txt');
load('trueAbreakfile.txt');
load('trueK2file.txt');

trueK1 = Pars(:,1); %picks out K1
trueK2 = Pars(:,2);
%K2
trueAbreak = Pars(:,3);
%zbreak
disp('Generation method: Load previous LHS values');
end
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%% Call data generator function
%Preallocate for speed
sData_L=NaN(39,numpars,'double');
sData_A=NaN(39,numpars,'double');
Aclosest=NaN(1,numpars,'double');
tbreak=NaN(1,numpars,'double');
for jj = 1:numpars;

%sets counter to # of true parameter values

K1 = Pars(jj,1);
%chooses jjth K1 value
K2 = Pars(jj,2);
%chooses jjth K2 value
Abreak = Pars(jj,3);
%chooses jjth Abreak value
% Call data generator function
[sData_L(:,jj),sData_A(:,jj),~,~] = v11c_Calc_vals(K1,K2,Abreak);
% Map breakpoint in synthetic data
[~, index] = min(abs(sData_A(:,jj)-Abreak));%A closest to Abreak
Aclosest(jj) = sData_A(index,jj);
tbreak(jj) = tvals(index);
%finds time of breakpoint
end
disp('Synthetic data generation completed');
%% Generate & add noise
%Generate noise array of same
nlevel = 0.01;
randseed=rand(39,numpars);
a = -nlevel;
b = nlevel;
noise = (b-a).*randseed + a;

size as data array
%sets noise level
%generate random #s
%lower bound
%upper bound
%resize

%Add noise to data
snData_L = sData_L + noise;
snData_A = 0.5.*snData_L.*snData_L;
disp('Noise added');
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Calc_vals function
function [L,A,V,z] = v11c_Calc_vals(K1,K2,Abreak)
%% Calculates the geometry of water recession in a right isosceles
triangular basin by applying K1 to the ponded area above Abreak and
applying K2 to the ponded area below Abreak.
%K1 = saturated hydraulic conductivity in upper part of basin
%K2 = saturated hydraulic conductivity in lower part of basin
%Abreak = ponded area marking the transition from K1 to K2
%% Basin geometry & timesteps
Zo = 0.39;
%depth of basin at apex (m)
Lo = 3.05;
%leg of basin (m)
Ao = 0.5*Lo*Lo;
%surface area of basin (m2)
theta = atan(Zo/Lo); %angle below horiz. of basin floor (radians)
Vo = (Zo^3)/(6*(tan(theta)^2));
%volume of basin (m3)
A1o = Ao-Abreak;
A2o = Abreak;

%surface area of upper K zone
%surface area of lower K zone

dt = 300;
%timestep (seconds)
to = 0;
%start time (seconds)
tend = 11400;
%end time (seconds)
tvals = to:dt:tend; %set of times for which to run calculations (from
to to tend, with increments dt)
%% Calculations
% Preallocate for speed
dV = NaN(length(tvals)-1,1,'double');
V = NaN(length(tvals)-1,1,'double');
Z = NaN(length(tvals)-1,1,'double');
A = NaN(length(tvals)-1,1,'double');
L = NaN(length(tvals)-1,1,'double');
A1 = NaN(length(tvals)-1,1,'double');
A2 = NaN(length(tvals)-1,1,'double');
% Initialize
V(1,1) = Vo;
A(1,1) = Ao;
Z(1,1) = Zo;
A1(1,1) = A1o;
A2(1,1) = A2o;
for ii = 2:length(tvals);
if A(ii-1,:)>Abreak

%ii is a counter
%if total ponding greater than breakpoint

A2(ii-1) = Abreak;
%ponded area below breakpoint
A1(ii-1) = A(ii-1) - A2(ii-1); %ponded area above breakpoint
else

%if total ponding is less than or equal to breakpoint

A2(ii-1) = A(ii-1);
A1(ii-1) = 0;
end;
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%Calculate changes during timestep:
dV(ii,:) = (A1(ii-1,:)*K1*dt) + (A2(ii-1)*K2*dt); %change in volume
V(ii,:) = V(ii-1,:) - dV(ii,:);
%new volume at end of timestep
Z(ii,:) = (6*V(ii,:)*(tan(theta)^2))^(1/3); %new depth
A(ii,:) = (Z(ii,:)^2)/(2*(tan(theta)^2));
%new area
L(ii,:) = Z(ii,:) / tan(theta);
%new length
%Remove non-real and negative results:
if V(ii,:) > 0 && isreal(V)==1; %if >0 and real, do nothing
else

%if V at prev time <=0, assign NaN (basin has drained)

V(ii,:)
Z(ii,:)
A(ii,:)
L(ii,:)

=
=
=
=

NaN;
NaN;
NaN;
NaN;

end
end;

%closes loop
%Restore
V(1,:) =
Z(1,:) =
A(1,:) =
L(1,:) =

end

initial values:
Vo;
Zo;
Ao;
Lo;

%end of function
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Appendix II: Soil properties data & calculations
Borehole permeameter
Borehole permeameter tests were done at multiple locations immediately upstream of
gabions #3 and #4. The data was analyzed using the following equations to find Ksat. A
sample calculation is included for one trial.
Variables:
Radius of the permeameter tube [cm]
Cross-sectional area of the tube [cm2]
Radius of borehole [cm]
Depth of ponding in the borehole [cm]
Height of water in the permeameter tube [cm]
Drop rate in tube at each timestep [cm/s]
Steady-state average rate of drop [cm/s]
Steady-state infiltration flow [cm3/s]

𝑟
𝐴 = 𝜋 ∙ 𝑟!
𝑎
𝐻
ℎ
𝑞(𝑡) = Δℎ Δ𝑡
𝑞!"#
𝑄 = 𝑞!"# ∙ 𝐴
!!

!

Shape factor [-]

𝐶 = sinh

Saturated hydraulic conductivity [cm/s]

𝐾!"# = 𝐶 ∙ 𝑄 2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝐻!

!

−

! !
!

!

+1

!

!

+!

Sample calculation for Gabion 4, south bank:
1. Calculate steady-state average rate of water drop in the permeameter tube:
𝑞!"# = 0.014 𝑐𝑚/𝑠
2. Calculate the steady-state flow rate using the cross-sectional surface area of the
permeameter tube:
𝐴 = 𝜋 ∙ 𝑟 ! = 𝜋 ∙ 4.00 ! = 50.30 𝑐𝑚!
!"!

𝑄 = 𝑞!"# ∙ 𝐴 = 0.014 ∙ 50.30 = 7.1 !"#
3. Calculate the shape factor using the radius and depth of water in the borehole:
𝐶 = sinh

!!

𝐻
−
𝑎

𝑎
𝐻

!

!

+1

!

+

𝑎
𝐻
!

!
21.5
6.0 !
6.0
!!
= sinh
−
+1
+
= 1.23
6.0
21.5
21.5
4. Calculate the saturated hydraulic conductivity:
𝐾!"# = 𝐶 ∙ 𝑄 2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝐻! = 1.23 ∙ 7.1 2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 21.5! = 0.00300 𝑐𝑚/𝑠
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Data:
Gabion 4, south bank (lots of clay)

Gabion 4, center

r [cm]

4.00

r [cm]

4.00

A [cm^2]

50.30

A [cm^2]

50.30

a [cm]

6.0

a [cm]

6.0

H [cm]

21.5

H [cm]

33.5

q [cm/s]

0.14

q [cm/s]

0.18

Q [cm^3/s]

7.1

Q [cm^3/s]

9.3

C [-]

1.23

C [-]

1.58

Ks [cm/s]

0.00300

Ks [cm/s]

0.00209

Ks [m/s]

3.00E-05

Ks [m/s]

2.09E-05

t [sec]

h [cm]

0

40.1

240

51.6

300

59.7

330

q = dh/dt
[cm/s]

q = dh/dt
[cm/s]

t [sec]

h [cm]

0

41.2

0.048

60

41.6

0.0067

0.14

120

47.7

0.10

63.6

0.13

150

53.5

0.19

360

67.7

0.14

180

59.1

0.19

420

75.7

0.13

210

64.6

0.18

450

79.6

0.13

240

70.1

0.18

480

83.7

0.14

270

75.5

0.18

510

87.5

0.13

300

81.0

0.18

540

91.6

0.14

330

86.4

0.18

570

95.7

0.14

360

91.7

0.18

600

99.8

0.14

390

97.2

0.18

630

103.9

0.14

420

102.5

0.18

660

108.0

0.14

450

108.6

0.20

690

114.6

0.22
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Gabion 4, north bank (sandier)

Gabion 3, south bank (sandy)

r [cm]

4.00

r [cm]

4.00

A [cm^2]

50.30

A [cm^2]

50.30

a [cm]

6.0

a [cm]

6.0

H [cm]

19.5

H [cm]

11.4

q [cm/s]

0.27

q [cm/s]

0.26

Q [cm^3/s]

13.8

Q [cm^3/s]

13.0

C [-]

1.16

C [-]

0.79

Ks [cm/s]

0.00668

Ks [cm/s]

0.0127

Ks [m/s]

6.68E-05

Ks [m/s]

1.27E-04

t [sec]

h [cm]

0

42.5

45

46.4

75

q = dh/dt
[cm/s]

q = dh/dt
[cm/s]

t [sec]

h [cm]

0

29.0

0.087

30

31.9

0.097

52.0

0.19

60

33.6

0.057

90

55.2

0.21

90

37.1

0.12

105

58.8

0.24

120

41.2

0.14

120

62.5

0.25

150

46.0

0.16

135

66.4

0.26

180

51.0

0.17

150

70.5

0.27

210

56.5

0.18

165

74.9

0.29

240

62.8

0.21

180

79.0

0.27

270

69.4

0.22

195

83.2

0.28

300

76.3

0.23

210

87.2

0.27

330

83.7

0.25

225

91.5

0.29

360

91.5

0.26

240

95.6

0.27

390

99.3

0.26

255

99.8

0.28

420

107.0

0.26

270

103.5

0.25

285

108.0

0.30

300

111.9

0.26
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Soil samples
Soil samples were taken at each location where a borehole permeameter test was
performed. In some cases, two samples were taken, one near the surface and one near the
bottom of the borehole. The samples were weighed, then oven dried at 104 ºF and weighed
again, and the volume measured. The results were used to calculate porosity and bulk
density.
Variables:
Mass of soil before drying [g]
Mass of soil after drying [g]
Volume of soil sample [cm2]
Density of soil particles (average value) [g/cm3]
Bulk density of soil [g/cm3]
Volume of soil particles [cm3]
Volume of pore spaces [cm3]
Porosity [-]

𝑚!"#
𝑚!"#
𝑉!"!#$
𝜌!"#$%&'() = 2.7
𝑚
𝜌! = !"# 𝑉
!"!#$
𝑚!"#
𝑉!"#$%&'() =
𝜌!"#$%&'()
𝑉!"#$ = 𝑉!"!#$ − 𝑉!!"#$%&'(
𝑉
𝑛 = !"#$ 𝑉
!"!#$

Sample calculation for Gabion 4, south bank, 8 cm depth sample:
1. Calculate bulk density from the dry soil weight and the total volume:
𝑚
!
𝜌! = !"# 𝑉
= 133.10 150 = 0.89 !"!
!"!#$
2. Calculate the volume of soil particles from the dry soil weight and the density of soil
particles (as estimated based on average mineral densities):
𝑚
𝑉!"#$%&'() = !"# 𝜌!"#$%&'() = 133.10 2.7 = 49.30 𝑐𝑚!
3. Calculate the volume of pore spaces from the difference between total volume and
particle volume:
𝑉!"#$ = 𝑉!"!#$ − 𝑉!"#$%&'() = 150 − 49.30 = 100.70 𝑐𝑚!
4. Calculate porosity from the pore volume and the total volume:
𝑉
𝑛 = !"#$ 𝑉
= 100.70 150 = 0.67
!"!#$
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Data:
Gabion 4, south bank
Depth

Gabion 4, center

Gabion 4, north bank

8 cm

30 cm

8 cm

42 cm

8 cm

32 cm

m wet [g]

155.20

154.40

129.60

152.10

lost

lost

m dry [g]

133.10

140.30

123.20

140.70

V total [cm^3]

150

150

150

150

ρ b [g/cm3]
V particles
[cm^3]

0.89

0.94

0.82

0.94

49.30

51.96

45.63

52.11

V pore [cm^3]

100.70

98.04

104.37

97.89

0.67

0.65

0.70

0.65

n [-]

Gabion 3, south bank

Gabion 3, north bank

Depth

37 cm

46 cm

m wet [g]

210.90

201.30

m dry [g]

203.90

195.90

V total [cm^3]

150

150

ρ b [g/cm3]
V particles
[cm^3]

1.36

1.31

75.52

72.56

V pore [cm^3]

74.48

77.44

n [-]

0.50

0.52
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Appendix III
Ponded width
immediately
upstream

Ponded length
immediately
upstream

Infiltration
flux

Ponded width
no gabion

Infiltrated volume
upstream of one
gabion all the way to
the preceding gabion

Pre-gabion
infiltrated
volume

Change in
infiltrated
volume

% increase in
infiltrated
volume

[m]

[m]

[m/s]

[m]

[m3]

[m3]

[m3]

[%]

w

l

qinf

wng

Vinf

Vinf ng

dV

best guess
(from cameras)

max
200 m

max
1.22e-4 m/s

max (cameras)

14.84

14.84

0.00

0.00

min (50%)

14.84

5.31

9.53

179.66

mid 1 (60%)

14.84

6.37

8.47

133.05

mid 2 (75%)

14.84

7.96

6.88

86.44

mid 3 (100%)

14.84

10.61

4.23

39.83

max

0.94

0.94

0.00

0.00

min
7.76e-6 m/s

avg
1.12e-5 m/s

min
10 m

max

min

avg

mid 1
25 m

max

min

0.94

0.34

0.61

179.66

mid 1

0.94

0.41

0.54

133.05

mid 2

0.94

0.51

0.44

86.44

mid 3

0.94

0.68

0.27

39.83

max

1.36

1.36

0.00

0.00

min

1.36

0.49

0.88

179.66

mid 1

1.36

0.58

0.78

133.05

mid 2

1.36

0.73

0.63

86.44

mid 3

1.36

0.97

0.39

39.83

max

14.84

14.84

0.00

0.00

min

5.78

5.31

0.48

8.98

mid 1

6.79

6.37

0.42

6.65

mid 2

8.30

7.96

0.34

4.32

mid 3

10.83

10.61

0.21

1.99

max

0.94

0.94

0.00

0.00

min

0.37

0.34

0.03

8.98

mid 1

0.43

0.41

0.03

6.65

mid 2

0.53

0.51

0.02

4.32

mid 3

0.69

0.68

0.01

1.99

max

1.36

1.36

0.00

0.00

min

0.53

0.49

0.04

8.98

mid 1

0.62

0.58

0.04

6.65

mid 2

0.76

0.73

0.03

4.32

mid 3

0.99

0.97

0.02

1.99

max

14.84

14.84

0.00

0.00

min

6.50

5.31

1.19

22.46

mid 1

7.43

6.37

1.06

16.63

mid 2

8.82

7.96

0.86

10.80
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min

avg

mid 2
50 m

max

min

avg

mid 3
100 m

max

min

avg

max

max

max

mid 3

11.14

10.61

0.53

4.98

max

0.94

0.94

0.00

0.00

min

0.41

0.34

0.08

22.46

mid 1

0.47

0.41

0.07

16.63

mid 2

0.56

0.51

0.05

10.80

mid 3

0.71

0.68

0.03

4.98

max

1.36

1.36

0.00

0.00

min

0.60

0.49

0.11

22.46

mid 1

0.68

0.58

0.10

16.63

mid 2

0.81

0.73

0.08

10.80

mid 3

1.02

0.97

0.05

4.98

max

14.84

14.84

0.00

0.00

min

7.69

5.31

2.38

44.91

mid 1

8.49

6.37

2.12

33.26

mid 2

9.68

7.96

1.72

21.61

mid 3

11.67

10.61

1.06

9.96

max

0.94

0.94

0.00

0.00

min

0.49

0.34

0.15

44.91

mid 1

0.54

0.41

0.13

33.26

mid 2

0.62

0.51

0.11

21.61

mid 3

0.74

0.68

0.07

9.96

max

1.36

1.36

0.00

0.00

min

0.71

0.49

0.22

44.91

mid 1

0.78

0.58

0.19

33.26

mid 2

0.89

0.73

0.16

21.61

mid 3

1.07

0.97

0.10

9.96

max

14.84

14.84

0.00

0.00

min

10.07

5.31

4.77

89.83

mid 1

10.60

6.37

4.24

66.52

mid 2

11.40

7.96

3.44

43.22

mid 3

12.73

10.61

2.11

19.91

max

0.94

0.94

0.00

0.00

min

0.64

0.34

0.30

89.83

mid 1

0.67

0.41

0.27

66.52

mid 2

0.73

0.51

0.22

43.22

mid 3

0.81

0.68

0.13

19.91

max

1.36

1.36

0.00

0.00

min

0.92

0.49

0.44

89.83

mid 1

0.97

0.58

0.39

66.52

mid 2

1.05

0.73

0.32

43.22

mid 3

1.17

0.97

0.19

19.91

max

18.84

18.84

0.00

0.00
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(from cameras)

min

avg

min

max

min

avg

mid 1

max

min

avg

min

18.84

5.31

13.54

255.08

mid 1

18.84

6.37

12.48

195.90

mid 2

18.84

7.96

10.88

136.72

mid 3

18.84

10.61

8.23

77.54

max

1.20

1.20

0.00

0.00

min

1.20

0.34

0.86

255.08

mid 1

1.20

0.41

0.79

195.90

mid 2

1.20

0.51

0.69

136.72

mid 3

1.20

0.68

0.52

77.54

max

1.73

1.73

0.00

0.00

min

1.73

0.49

1.24

255.08

mid 1

1.73

0.58

1.15

195.90

mid 2

1.73

0.73

1.00

136.72

mid 3

1.73

0.97

0.76

77.54

max

18.84

18.84

0.00

0.00

min

5.98

5.31

0.68

12.75

mid 1

6.99

6.37

0.62

9.80

mid 2

8.50

7.96

0.54

6.84

mid 3

11.03

10.61

0.41

3.88

max

1.20

1.20

0.00

0.00

min

0.38

0.34

0.04

12.75

mid 1

0.44

0.41

0.04

9.80

mid 2

0.54

0.51

0.03

6.84

mid 3

0.70

0.68

0.03

3.88

max

1.73

1.73

0.00

0.00

min

0.55

0.49

0.06

12.75

mid 1

0.64

0.58

0.06

9.80

mid 2

0.78

0.73

0.05

6.84

mid 3

1.01

0.97

0.04

3.88

max

18.84

18.84

0.00

0.00

min

7.00

5.31

1.69

31.89

mid 1

7.93

6.37

1.56

24.49

mid 2

9.32

7.96

1.36

17.09

mid 3

11.64

10.61

1.03

9.69

max

1.20

1.20

0.00

0.00

min

0.45

0.34

0.11

31.89

mid 1

0.50

0.41

0.10

24.49

mid 2

0.59

0.51

0.09

17.09

mid 3

0.74

0.68

0.07

9.69

max

1.73

1.73

0.00

0.00

min

0.64

0.49

0.16

31.89

mid 1

0.73

0.58

0.14

24.49
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mid 2

max

min

avg

mid 3

max

min

avg

min
(from cameras)

max

max

min

mid 2

0.86

0.73

0.12

17.09

mid 3

1.07

0.97

0.09

9.69

max

18.84

18.84

0.00

0.00

min

8.69

5.31

3.38

63.77

mid 1

9.49

6.37

3.12

48.98

mid 2

10.68

7.96

2.72

34.18

mid 3

12.67

10.61

2.06

19.39

max

1.20

1.20

0.00

0.00

min

0.55

0.34

0.22

63.77

mid 1

0.60

0.41

0.20

48.98

mid 2

0.68

0.51

0.17

34.18

mid 3

0.81

0.68

0.13

19.39

max

1.73

1.73

0.00

0.00

min

0.80

0.49

0.31

63.77

mid 1

0.87

0.58

0.29

48.98

mid 2

0.98

0.73

0.25

34.18

mid 3

1.16

0.97

0.19

19.39

max

18.84

18.84

0.00

0.00

min

12.08

5.31

6.77

127.54

mid 1

12.61

6.37

6.24

97.95

mid 2

13.40

7.96

5.44

68.36

mid 3

14.73

10.61

4.12

38.77

max

1.20

1.20

0.00

0.00

min

0.77

0.34

0.43

127.54

mid 1

0.80

0.41

0.40

97.95

mid 2

0.85

0.51

0.35

68.36

mid 3

0.94

0.68

0.26

38.77

max

1.73

1.73

0.00

0.00

min

1.11

0.49

0.62

127.54

mid 1

1.16

0.58

0.57

97.95

mid 2

1.23

0.73

0.50

68.36

mid 3

1.35

0.97

0.38

38.77

max

12.50

12.50

0.00

0.00

min

12.50

5.31

7.19

135.54

mid 1

12.50

6.37

6.13

96.28

mid 2

12.50

7.96

4.54

57.03

mid 3

12.50

10.61

1.89

17.77

max

0.80

0.80

0.00

0.00

min

0.80

0.34

0.46

135.54

mid 1

0.80

0.41

0.39

96.28

mid 2

0.80

0.51

0.29

57.03

mid 3

0.80

0.68

0.12

17.77
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avg

min

max

min

avg

mid 1

max

min

avg

mid 2

max

min

max

1.15

1.15

0.00

0.00

min

1.15

0.49

0.66

135.54

mid 1

1.15

0.58

0.56

96.28

mid 2

1.15

0.73

0.42

57.03

mid 3

1.15

0.97

0.17

17.77

max

12.50

12.50

0.00

0.00

min

5.67

5.31

0.36

6.78

mid 1

6.67

6.37

0.31

4.81

mid 2

8.19

7.96

0.23

2.85

mid 3

10.71

10.61

0.09

0.89

max

0.80

0.80

0.00

0.00

min

0.36

0.34

0.02

6.78

mid 1

0.42

0.41

0.02

4.81

mid 2

0.52

0.51

0.01

2.85

mid 3

0.68

0.68

0.01

0.89

max

1.15

1.15

0.00

0.00

min

0.52

0.49

0.03

6.78

mid 1

0.61

0.58

0.03

4.81

mid 2

0.75

0.73

0.02

2.85

mid 3

0.98

0.97

0.01

0.89

max

12.50

12.50

0.00

0.00

min

6.21

5.31

0.90

16.94

mid 1

7.13

6.37

0.77

12.04

mid 2

8.53

7.96

0.57

7.13

mid 3

10.85

10.61

0.24

2.22

max

0.80

0.80

0.00

0.00

min

0.39

0.34

0.06

16.94

mid 1

0.45

0.41

0.05

12.04

mid 2

0.54

0.51

0.04

7.13

mid 3

0.69

0.68

0.01

2.22

max

1.15

1.15

0.00

0.00

min

0.57

0.49

0.08

16.94

mid 1

0.66

0.58

0.07

12.04

mid 2

0.78

0.73

0.05

7.13

mid 3

1.00

0.97

0.02

2.22

max

12.50

12.50

0.00

0.00

min

7.11

5.31

1.80

33.89

mid 1

7.90

6.37

1.53

24.07

mid 2

9.10

7.96

1.13

14.26

mid 3

11.09

10.61

0.47

4.44

max

0.80

0.80

0.00

0.00

min

0.45

0.34

0.11

33.89
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avg

mid 3

max

min

avg

mid 1

0.50

0.41

0.10

24.07

mid 2

0.58

0.51

0.07

14.26

mid 3

0.71

0.68

0.03

4.44

max

1.15

1.15

0.00

0.00

min

0.65

0.49

0.17

33.89

mid 1

0.73

0.58

0.14

24.07

mid 2

0.83

0.73

0.10

14.26

mid 3

1.02

0.97

0.04

4.44

max

12.50

12.50

0.00

0.00

min

8.90

5.31

3.60

67.77

mid 1

9.43

6.37

3.07

48.14

mid 2

10.23

7.96

2.27

28.51

mid 3

11.56

10.61

0.94

8.89

max

0.80

0.80

0.00

0.00

min

0.57

0.34

0.23

67.77

mid 1

0.60

0.41

0.20

48.14

mid 2

0.65

0.51

0.14

28.51

mid 3

0.74

0.68

0.06

8.89

max

1.15

1.15

0.00

0.00

min

0.82

0.49

0.33

67.77

mid 1

0.87

0.58

0.28

48.14

mid 2

0.94

0.73

0.21

28.51

mid 3

1.06

0.97

0.09

8.89
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